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Executive Summary
Describing new style business models, particularly ones that appeal to an emerging social
energy initiative is not a trivial thing to do. For ‘new style’ means that an initiative tries to
achieve a goal beyond its apparent activities and breaking the boundaries of existing,
traditional value chains. However, economics and commercial thinking seldom lie at the root
of these kind of initiatives, and defining what is being done in the form of a business models is
alien to their culture.
The CIVIS vision expresses that, in order to be sustainable and to contribute to a self-defined
goal over a longer period of time one has to look at the value that an initiative or cooperation
is generating. Which is something that can be described by a business model, irrespective of
that value being financial or more altruistic in nature.
At its initiation, the project was able to find the support of initiatives that combine ‘social’ in
combination with ‘energy’, namely two energy cooperations from the Trentino area in Italy
and the HS2020 initiative and Fårdala community association from Sweden.
We felt that by just describing their current business models we would be missing the broad
context in which they operate and therefore would be less successful in our aim to guide those
initiatives towards improved sustainability. Which is why we set out to map the stakeholders,
starting from an European level all the way to the immediate (energy related) environment of
the said initiatives.
However broad the European policy might seem, we do found them to have a positive impact
on the development of social energy initiatives. Stimulating the use of renewable energy
resources in order to reduce CO2 but also the drive towards liberalization of the energy
market meaning that there is room for more players and therefore local cooperatives to
emerge.
On the one hand these policies are augmented on a national level by providing incentives and
feed-in tariffs for the diffusion of renewable energy technologies. Simultaneously a trend in
the western world is that less and less services are being provided by the (welfare) state. This
in turn means that social initiatives become more important for boosting energy efficiency
initiatives and/or social goals that are connected to energy use.
Another national difference that we came across is the difference in the role of housing
ownership structures. For instance in Sweden housing associations are often a driving force
behind for energy efficiency initiatives. While in Italy this is more the domain of cooperations,
specifically founded towards this goal.
By analysing these stakeholders we were able to plot their influence on and attitude towards
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supporting social initiatives that use the opportunities presented by sustainable energy
developments, for socially oriented purposes using the influence-interest grid.
The influence-interest grid exercise showed that a strong portion of the stakeholders can be
qualified as (in the terminology of this method) ‘latent’ or even ‘apathetic’. In other words
expressing a low initial interest. While this might not come as a complete surprise, we now
have a detailed insight of a) how to characterise a particular stakeholder and b) what actions
can be used to influence their stance. It also validates the CIVIS approach in the sense that the
need to improve the flow of information and the way its presented is becoming paramount.
Which is exactly what’s being prepared in other work packages within the CIVIS project.
Being able to turn organisations that don’t affect the implementation of the reform policy
directly and who might attach a low priority to this policy (like, for example EU overseeing
regulatory body’s) into defenders for socially oriented energy initiatives and organisations
that can affect the implementation of the reform policy but again might attach a low priority
to that policy organizations (like, for example grid owners and operators) into promoters
would be a huge bonus for socially oriented initiatives – that have an inherent lack of
influence beyond their own local or organisational context. For that, again these initiatives
need relevant and detailed insights in order to start an effective campaign with limited
resources in order to achieve their respective goals. Using a combination of analysis and
method we can now provide initial findings and tooling for them to do so.
But it is not only the outside world that needs to be taken into account, it is also the
organisations themselves that make for the social initiatives. For example, we have found that
the maturity (or lifecycle phase) of an initiative and the intricacy of their business models are
tightly linked – while the social goal stays intact through the lifecycle of an initiative.
Progressing through the life cycle an initiative evolves into a more professional organisation
with increased attention for proper project management skills. Again, the need for
information is amplified, going hand in hand with increased ‘networking’ going on between
initiatives and their stakeholders.
During the course of this task we have been fortunate to come across several social initiatives
that expressed new style business models in different shapes and forms. The people that
make up these organisations are inspiring and motivate our work immensely. It is our
profound wish to support them in becoming even more effective in realising their goal and are
quietly confident that the result of this first deliverable is a springboard towards that.
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1 - Introduction
This document is Deliverable 6.1 of the FP7 project CIVIS and bears the title: Description of
new style Business models for an emerging social energy system. It is the output of task 6.1:
Context Developments. The task aim is: to provide the necessary trends and examples of social
collaboration from within and outside of the energy domain as well as preconditions and
constraints that define the context in which the emerging social energy systems will create value.

1.1 - The impact of the social network layer on the traditional energy
value chain.
One of the starting points of the CIVIS project is that by harnessing the individual and
collective potential to innovate, societies are able to change existing paradigms and systems.
This of course applies to many areas, but in this project (with CO2 reduction as a goal in
mind) is looking at the impact these changes can have on the traditional energy value chain and in particular the way that new value is being created. At this point it is important to note
that this value creation does not necessary have to be monetary, its aim could very well be to
extend beyond GDP providing, for instance a sense of well-being or creating a healthier
environment.
A prime example of a society where the traditional energy value chain is being disrupted is
Germany. In an article on the democratization of the German ‘Energiewende’ [56] the author
makes the following observation: “One of the most misunderstood aspects of Germany’s
energy transition is the assumption that this is top-down mandate to adopt green energy.
Nothing could be further from the truth, and one key statistic underlines this point: the major
electricity generators account for just 7 per cent of the renewable energy that now makes up
nearly one quarter of the country’s electricity production. The rest has come from farmers,
households, communities and small business.”
In a recent article (January 2015), Frits Verheij[57], Director Smart Green Cities at DNV GL
also touched this very topic, using the Island of Texel as an example: “Here, some of the
inhabitants are organising their own energy provision, with the money saved in tax being
returned to the community itself. Not only has this had a positive impact on the island’s economy,
it’s also had a positive social impact; decentralisation has reduced their need to rely on the
mainland to go about their daily lives, leading to a more closely knit community.”
He formulated the impact as follows: “Should they succeed in doing this, cooperatives could
inject some real energy and competition back in to the energy sector. By acquiring energy from
sources outside of regular suppliers, co-operatives are sparking real discussions about new
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business models that could participate in the energy industry, potentially opening up the market
to new players.”
Also uttering a word of caution: “But at the centre of all co-operative activities there needs to be
a sustained commitment to ensuring the continued reliability of the existing energy system. Their
success in doing this will decide whether they’re a short-lived, quirky phenomena, or one of the
most truly disruptive movements the energy sector has seen.”
Concluding with a remark on maturity: “Therefore, whilst in many respects the rise of these
initiatives is a response to the perceived values of the big energy corporations’, it’s important
that these groups become somewhat more ‘businesslike’ in their approach.”
Here we have just two examples – unrelated to the CIVIS project itself - that illustrate the
impact of a grassroots, bottom up approach as a driving force for energy renewal. One
stemming from a journalist focussing on developments in the renewable economy, the other
by an industry professional in the area of smart grids. Interestingly, both authors do not doubt
whether social initiatives have the potential to impact the traditional energy value chain,
instead wonder if and how these initiatives will have enough ‘staying power’ to achieve their
goals over a longer period of time.
In order to come up with answers and solutions that enable these initiatives to do just that,
we must now get to know the initiatives within our pilot sites; what drives them, how do they
function and in what environment (what roles or stakeholders influence them or need to be
influenced by them) do they operate. These are the first necessary steps before we can
address optimizing the value they create towards their local community and the society as a
whole.

1.2 - Approach
The description of work [1] for this task states that in order to establish the new business
models, requirements, constraints and preconditions have to be analysed in order to
understand the context in which they will have to be developed and instantiated. The aim is to
formulate the challenges that these new business models have to overcome also by their
engagement with the emerging social players. Furthermore, existing examples of societal
collaborations in both the energy (see Figure 1) as well as other domains provide valuable
insights for reuse or enhancement in the context of emerging social energy systems.


Trends and leading examples: for instance developments on distributed energy,
decentralised energy creation, the role of the prosumer and the strong emergence of
social players and challenging models. Other trends are the peer-to-peer and
collaborative consumption/prosumption. We use lessons learned and the structure of
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successful societal collaborations to identify drivers for business and social
innovations generated by new and emerging business models like green energy
equities, private cooperatives, third party energy service providers, etc.


Current preconditions and constraints: examples of constraints are the difficulties
arising from supporting small heterogeneous groups of customers versus traditional
big homogenous groups of customers and the changing consumer-(prosumer-) toproducer relationship or specific regulatory constraints. Furthermore there is existing
regulation and vested interests that may or may not hamper the unlocking of potential
values of an emerging social energy system concept.

Figure 1 Energy chain canvas, describing the energy domain (Source: TNO)
The approach towards analysis in this deliverable was established as follows; the different
stakeholders are plotted for their influence on and attitude towards supporting social
initiatives that use the opportunities presented by sustainable energy developments, for
socially oriented purposes. As a working assumption, sustainable energy developments are
defined as tangible, technological developments in the realm of Energy Efficiency and
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Renewable Energy [2] that can be put to use by the social initiatives that are addressed in the
CIVIS project.

1.3 - Structure of the document
This document starts by guiding the reader through the current European energy context.
Using a top-down approach, in chapter two an overview is presented of the European context
in terms of governance, continuing, in chapter three, with the description of the national
energy framework in Sweden and Italy, the two countries where the pilot sites are situated.
Chapter four concludes with a detailed description of the local energy context in the pilot
sites.
From this body of knowledge, the document continues by presenting the three sets of related
analysis that have been developed in this task. First of all the stakeholder analysis based on
the Influence-interest grid as developed by Imperial College London, in chapter five. Chapter
six describes the emerging trends and new-style business models that were witnessed in the
test sites and beyond, by way of workshop and interview sessions. Chapter seven contains the
final analysis, on the constraints and boundaries found, which are categorized using the
PESTELLI method.
Chapter eight concludes this deliverable and provides a bridge towards the next task in the
work package to be executed: T6.2 Values and business models.

1.4 - CIVIS Deliverables and test sites information
In line with the scope of this deliverable, the present report provides only a limited overview
about the characteristics of CIVIS test sites, in their energy, ICT and social dimensions.
Provided that Deliverable 7.1 is the main reference document with regards to CIVIS test sites
description, we include Table 1 as a reference table to support readers in understanding what
kind of information about the test sites is present in CIVIS Deliverables.
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Table 1 CIVIS Deliverables and Test Sites Information
Deliverable
D 2.1 - Final Report about Energy,
ICT and Physical Systems of the
CIVIS Pilot Sites
D 4.1 - Energy ICT Platform: system
requirements, architecture and
interfaces
D 5.1 – Current Context and State of
the Art
D 6.1 – Description of New Style
Business Models for an Emerging
Social Energy System

D 7.1 – CIVIS Test Sites report
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Test Sites Related Information
The report provides an extended analysis
of the energy systems within the pilot
sites.
This report includes the architecture
specifications and system requirements
for CIVIS Platform. In particular, it
includes the state of the art for the
sensors in the pilot sites.
With regards to the pilot sites, the report
provides national and local level
descriptions of their current regulatory
and institutional context.
With regards to the pilot sites, the report
provides national and local level
descriptions of key market stakeholders
and their ‘position’ in the energy value
chain.
It is the main reference document with
regards to CIVIS test sites descriptions. It
provides an overview of the test sites
with regards to all CIVIS dimensions
(Energy, ICT, Social)

In particular, see
Section 2 and
Section 4

Section 3

Section 3.2 and
Section 3.8

Section 3 and
Section 4

Whole document
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2 - The European energy context – The European Union
2.1.1 - EU energy market
The creation of a true energy market that is internal to European borders is a primary
objective of the European Union (EU). The existence of an energy market is a strategic tool
both to offer European customers a choice among the various gas and electric power
providers at a moderate price and to allow all companies to access the market, especially
smaller companies and the ones that invest into renewable energy. The challenge lies in
creating a balanced environment that satisfies the parameters on the exchange of CO 2
emissions. The internal energy market is based mostly on the existence of a safe and coherent
European energy network and, therefore, on infrastructure investments. A truly networked
market helps diversification and therefore to the security of the energy reservoirs.
The EU Directive 96/92/CE introduced common regulations for the electricity energy market,
with the goal of a gradual liberalization of demand and of a development of competition in the
generation and sale of electric energy. This directive has been been revoked by 2003/54/CE,
and subsequently by 2009/72/CE.
Before the directive was executed, in some European countries the liberalization process had
already started. Leading, in this way, some form of organized electricity markets. The first one
was the electricity market of Great Britain in 1990: it was a mandatory market that actively
allowed only producers; it was then replaced in 2001 by a bilateral exchanger system. This
precursor was then followed by Norway in 1992; its electricity market was first extended to
Sweden (1996) and then Finland (1998) and Denmark (2000). In 1998 the Spanish electricity
market opened. In the following years, electricity markets are introduced in the Netherlands
(1999), Germany (2000), France (2001), between 2000 and 2002 in Austria, Poland, Slovenia,
Romania and Czech Republic, and in 2004 in Italy. The ‘liberalization’ process is also called
‘deregulation’ process in some countries. It implies that the State is no longer running the
power market. Instead, free competition is introduced. Deregulation was undertaken to create
a more efficient market, with exchange of power between countries and increased security of
supply.
According to the European Counsel, about 80% of the current EU electricity market is open to
competitors.
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2.2 - Energy exchange stock markets
The energy stock market is the main tool promoted by the European Union with the goal of
solidifying the free energy market. An efficient and organized system promotes, on one hand,
competition in the production and wholesale of energy, and on the other, the most
transparent, secure and efficient system, while at the same time protects the interests of users
and final clients. The energy stock market constitutes a meeting point between the offer of
producers and the demand of consumers and intermediaries that buy energy for their needs
of selling it to other users.
The stock market defines the amount of energy needed to meet in a balanced way the needs of
producers and consumers. It is still possible for producers and clients to stipulate bilateral
sale contracts out of the stock market, in which the price and quantity of the exchanged
energy are determined by the parts.
The benefits of an energy stock market
The energy stock market represents an element of openness and promotion of competition. In
effect, it facilitates the entry market of new operators for energy production and sale. It
permits to determine an hourly price that could reflect the real demand and supply
conditions; it facilitates the management of shortage of supply situations, providing accurate
price signals to producers, to make the generation capacity available; it allows a greater
flexibility in production planning for operators, providing greater security for payment of
energy sold, thanks to the guarantee schemes of the market.

2.3 - Institutional third parties in Europe
2.3.1 - ACER
ACER [3] is the “Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators”. It is a EU body with legal
personality. ACER became fully operational on 3rd March 2011. Its seat is in Ljubljana,
Slovenia. ACER plays a key role in the integration of the EU’s markets in electricity and natural
gas, providing a framework at EU level for national regulators to cooperate and providing
clarity and regulatory certainty.
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Origins of ACER
The precursor to ACER was the European Regulators Group for Electricity and Gas (ERGEG),
which was set up by a European Commission decision in November 2003 (Decision of
November 11 2003, 2003/796/EC). With ACER fully operational (since March 2011), ERGEG
was dissolved by the Commission, with effect from 1 July 2011 (Decision of 16 May 2011,
repealing Decision 2003/796/EC). Some of ERGEG's works passes to ACER (e.g. the Regional
Initiatives) and some (e.g. customer issue) to the Council of European Energy Regulators
(CEER). CEER - see § 2.3.2 - will continue to exist, in Brussels, as a platform for Europe’s
energy regulators to develop common interests that are of pan-European or even wider
significance (e.g. smart grids and sustainability issues) and which are complementary (but not
overlapping) to ACER's work.
ACER's Foundations
The Third Legislative Package for the Liberalisation of the Energy Market establishes an
Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER). The Regulation establishing ACER
(EC No 713/2009) is part of a set of five legislative acts adopted in Summer of 2009 aimed at
improving the functioning of Europe's electricity and gas markets.
Mission and Objectives
ACER’s missions and tasks are defined by the Directives and Regulations of the Third Energy
Package, especially EC Regulation 713/2009 establishing the Agency. In 2011, ACER received
additional tasks under EU Regulation No 1227/2011 on wholesale energy market integrity
and transparency (REMIT) [4] and in 2013 under EU Regulation No 347/2013 on guidelines
for trans-European energy infrastructure.
The overall mission of ACER as stated in its founding regulation is to complement and
coordinate the work of national energy regulators at EU level and work towards the
completion of the single EU energy market for electricity and natural gas.
ACER plays a central role in the development of EU-wide network and market rules with a
view to enhance competition. It coordinates regional and cross-regional initiatives which
favour market integration. It monitors the work of European networks of transmission system
operators (ENTSOs) and notably their EU-wide network development plans. Finally, it
monitors the functioning of gas and electricity markets in general, and of wholesale energy
trading in particular.
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2.3.2 - CEER
The Council of European Energy Regulators (CEER) [5] is the voice of Europe's national
regulators of electricity and gas at EU and international level. Through CEER, a non-for-profit
association, the national regulators cooperate and exchange best practices.
The overall aim of CEER is to facilitate the creation of a single, competitive, efficient and
sustainable internal market for gas and electricity in Europe. The CEER acts as a platform for
cooperation, information exchange and assistance between Europe's national energy
regulators and is their interface at EU and international level. On EU issues, CEER works very
closely with (and supports) the Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER).
ACER is a formal EU Agency whereas CEER is a Belgian not-for-profit association set up by the
regulators themselves.
CEER was founded in March 2000, when ten national energy regulatory authorities signed the
"Memorandum of Understanding for the establishment of the Council of European Energy
Regulators" (Athens Memorandum of Understanding, 2nd June 2000)[4] . They had voluntarily
formed CEER to facilitate cooperation in their common interests for the promotion of the
internal electricity and gas market. In order to cope with a growing number of issues and to
improve cooperation at the operational level, the regulators decided in 2003 to formally
establish themselves as a not-for-profit association under Belgian law and to set up a small
secretariat in Brussels.
CEER membership is open to the national energy regulatory authorities of the European
Union and the European Economic Area. The CEER has now 32 members, the energy
regulators from the 28 EU-Member States plus Iceland and Norway (Table 2) - as well as 2
observers - the energy regulators from Switzerland and from the Republic of Macedonia.
Table 2 Members of the Council of European Energy Regulators (CEER)[5]
Country
Authority
Short Name
Austria
Energie-Control Austria
E-Control
Belgium
Commission pour la Régulation de l'Electricité et du Gaz
CREG
Bulgaria
State Energy & Water Regulatory Commission
SEWRC
Croatia
Hrvatska energetska regulatorna agencija / Croatian energy
HERA
regulatory agency
Cyprus
Cyprus Energy Regulatory Authority
CERA
Czech
Energetický Regulační Úřad/ Energy Regulatory Office
ERÙ/ERO
Republic
Denmark
Energitilsynet - Danish Energy Regulatory Authority
DERA
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Country
Estonia
Finland
France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Iceland
Ireland
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Slovak
Republic
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
United
Kingdom

Authority
Konkurentsiamet - Estonian Competition Authority - Energy
Regulatory Dept
Energiamarkkinavirasto - The Energy Market Authority
Commission de Régulation de l'Energie
Federal Network Agency for Electricity, Gas,
Telecommunications, Posts and Railway/Bundesnetzagentur)
Ρυθμιστική Αρχή Ενέργειας / Regulatory Authority for Energy
Magyar Energetikai és Közmű-szabályozási Hivatal / Hungarian
Energy and Public Utility Regulatory Authority
Orkustofnun / National Energy Authority
Commission for Electricity Regulation
Autorità per l'Energia Elettrica e il Gas
Sabiedrisko pakalpojumu regulçðanas komisija / Public Utilities
Commission
Valstybinė kainų ir energetikos kontrolės komisija / National
Control Commission for Prices and Energy
Institut Luxembourgeois de Régulation
Malta Resources Authority
Dutch Office of Energy Regulation / Authority for Consumers
and Markets
Norges vassdrags- og energidirektorat / Norwegian Water
Resources and Energy Directorate
Urząd Regulacji Energetyki / The Energy Regulatory Office of
Poland
Entidade Reguladora dos Serviços Energéticos / Energy Services
Regulatory Authority
Antoritatea Nationala de Reglementare in domeniul
Energiei/Romanian Energy Regulatory Authority
Úrad pre reguláciu sieťových odvetví (URSO) / Regulatory Office
for Network Industries
Javna Agencija Republike Slovenije za energijo / Energy Agency
of the Republic of Slovenia
La Comisión Nacional de Energía / National Energy Commission
Energimarknadsinspektionen / Energy Markets Inspectorate
Office of Gas and Electricity Markets
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Short Name
ECA
EMV
CRE
BNetzA
PAE / RAE
MEKH
Orkustofnun
CER
AEEG
PUC
NCC
ILR
MRA
ACM
NVE
URE
ERSE
ANRE
URSO/RONI
AGEN
CNE
EI
Ofg
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2.3.3 - Directorate-General for Energy – DG ENER
Under the political guidance of the Commissioner for Energy, the Directorate-General for
Energy [6] is responsible for developing and implementing a European energy policy.
Through the development and implementation of innovative policies, the Directorate-General
aims at:


Contributing to setting up an energy market providing citizens and business with
affordable energy, competitive prices and technologically advanced energy services.



Promoting sustainable energy production, transport and consumption in line with the
EU 2020 targets and with a view to the 2050 decarbonisation objective.



Enhancing the conditions for secure energy supply in a spirit of solidarity between
Member States.

In developing a European energy policy, the Directorate-General aims to support the Europe
2020 programme which, for energy, is captured in the Energy 2020 strategy.
The Directorate-General carries out its tasks in many different ways. For example, it develops
strategic analyses and policies for the energy sector; promotes the completion of the internal
energy market encompassing electricity, gas, oil and oil products, solid fuels and nuclear
energy; supports the reinforcement of energy infrastructure; ensures that indigenous energy
sources are exploited in safe and competitive conditions; ensures that markets can deliver
agreed objectives, notably in efficiency and renewable energies; promotes and conducts an EU
external energy policy; facilitates energy technology innovation; develops the most advanced
legal framework for nuclear energy, covering safety, security and non-proliferation
safeguards; monitors the implementation of existing EU law and makes new legislative
proposals; encourages the exchange of best practices and provides information to
stakeholders.
All this work is aided by expert input from the Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized
Enterprises (EASME), the Euratom Supply Agency (ESA) and the Agency for the Cooperation
of Energy Regulators (ACER).

2.4 - Remarks on the EU energy context
There are several political factors that have a positive impact on the development of social
energy initiatives. First of all, the EU is promoting the use of renewable energy resources in
order to reduce CO2 emissions and to establish self-sufficiency in the energy area. Second, the
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fact that the EU is stimulating liberalization of the energy market means that there is room for
more players and therefore local cooperatives to emerge.
However, each country still has its own regulatory body and, subsequently, specific
regulations and market conditions/constraints. The lack of bodies institutionalized at the EU
level (and replicated nationally) that are designed to uphold (protect) the working needs of
emerging actors, could hinder the evolution of social energy initiatives.
The policies of current third parties/regulatory stakeholders are still very much oriented to
‘protect’ the interests and dynamics of large corporations and companies. This comes at the
detriment and of the possibility for newly emerging realities (e.g. energy cooperatives)
connected with the developments and diffusion of renewable energy.
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3 - The national energy contexts: markets and roles
This section provides an overview of the national energy context for Italy and Sweden. In
comparison to CIVIS Deliverable D5.1 which engages directly the legislative and regulatory
contexts, in the present document we specifically focus on the markets and roles that can be
distinguished in each country. For this information gathered by desk research was augmented
by discussions with local experts during several site visits in Italy and Sweden.

3.1 - Italy
The Italian Energy Markets are handled through the Gestore Mercati Energetici (GME)[7] –
Energy Markets Manager, which covers four different markets: Electricity Market,
Environmental Market, Gas Market, Fuel market.

3.1.1 - Electricity market
The Italian Electricity Market [8] arises from Legislative Decree no. 79 of 16th March 1999
(Legislative Decree 79/99), which transposed the European Directive on the internal market
in electricity (96/92/EC) into the national legislation.
As in other international experiences, the creation of a market responds to two specific
requirements:


promoting competition in electricity generation, sale and purchase, under criteria of
neutrality, transparency and objectivity, through the creation of a marketplace;



ensuring the economic management of an adequate availability of ancillary services.

The Electricity Market consists of the Spot Electricity Market (MPE), the Platform for physical
delivery of financial contracts concluded on IDEX (CDE) and the Forward Electricity Market
(MTE), as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Organizational structure of Italian electricity market [9]
The Spot Electricity Market consists of:


Day-Ahead Market – MGP (energy market);



Intra-Day Market – MI (energy market);



Ancillary Services Market - MSD.

The three markets are similar to auction: the acceptation of offers to purchase and sale does
not take place in real time, but after the close of the session for submission of tenders in each
market.
The Day-Ahead Market (MGP) focuses on the exchange of energy between wholesale
manufacturers and wholesalers, at the definition of injection and withdrawal for each hour of
the next day and at the allocation of transmission capacity available, for each pair of zones,
bilateral contracts and market participants. It takes place on the morning of the day prior to
delivery, and can participate in all those who have acquired the status of electricity market
operator in relation to all points of supply. This market hosts most of the electricity sale and
purchase transactions.
The main characteristics of MGP are the following:


Hourly energy blocks are traded for the next day;



Participants submit offers/bids where they specify the quantity and the
minimum/maximum price at which they are willing to sell/purchase;



The MGP sitting opens at 8 a.m. of the ninth day before the day of delivery and closes at
9:15 a.m. of the day before the day of delivery. The results of the MGP are made known
within 10:45 a.m. of the day before the day of delivery;



Bids/offers are accepted under the economic merit-order criterion and taking into
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account transmission capacity limits between zones. Therefore, the MGP is an auction
market and not a continuous-trading market;


All the supply offers and the demand bids pertaining both to pumping units and
consuming units belonging to foreign virtual zones that are accepted in the MGP are
valued at the marginal clearing price of the zone to which they belong. This price is
determined, for each hour, by the intersection of the demand and supply curves and is
differentiated from zone to zone when transmission capacity limits are saturated;



The accepted demand bids pertaining to consuming units belonging to Italian
geographical zones are valued at the “Prezzo Unico Nazionale” (PUN – national single
price); this price is equal to the average of the prices of geographical zones, weighted
for the quantities purchased in these zones;



GME acts as a central counterparty.

In the Intra-Day Market (MI) the operators can modify the programs defined in the DayAhead Market, presenting more properties for sale or purchase. This market allows Market
Participants to modify the schedules defined in the MGP by submitting additional supply
offers or demand bids. The MI takes place in four sessions: MI1, MI2, MI3 and MI4.


The sitting of the MI1 takes place after the closing of the MGP. It opens at 10:45 a.m. of
the day before the day of delivery and closes at 12:30 p.m. of the same day. The results
of the MI1 are made known within 1:00 p.m. of the day before the day of delivery;



The sitting of the MI2 opens at 10:45 a.m. of the day before the day of delivery and
closes at 2:40 p.m. of the same day. The results of the MI2 are made known within 3:10
p.m. of the day before the day of delivery;



The sitting of the MI3 opens at 4:00 p.m. of the day before the day of delivery and
closes at 7:30 a.m. of the day of delivery. The results of the MI3 are made known within
8:00 a.m. of the day of closing of the sitting;



The sitting of the MI4 opens at 4:00 p.m. of the day before the day of delivery and
closes at 11:45 a.m. of the day of delivery. The results of the MI4 are made known
within 12:15 p.m. of the day of closing of the sitting;



Supply offers and demand bids are selected under the same criterion as the one
described for the MGP;



Unlike in the MGP, accepted demand bids are valued at the zonal price.



GME acts as a central counterparty.

The Ancillary Services Market (MSD) is a market from which the Gestore della Rete
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Nazionale (GRTN - Energy Network Manager) takes the necessary resources for the ancillary
services, in order to achieve a proper management and control of the electric system. The
GRTN is the only customer/seller of the operators' offers so that it represents the counterpart
of MSD operators.
All the stakeholders of the Ancillary Services Market, limited to the points of offer enabled by
the GRTN, are required to participate to MSD by offering their power. In opposition to MGP
and MA, MSD operators have the possibility to establish the sale price.
The Ancillary Services Market (MSD) is the venue where Terna S.p.A.3 procures the resources
that it requires for managing, operating, monitoring and controlling the power system (relief
of intra-zonal congestions, creation of energy reserve, real-time balancing). In the MSD, Terna
acts as a central counterparty and accepted bids/offers are valued at the offered price (payas-bid).
In order to participate in the electricity market it is necessary to have the qualification as
“Market Operator”. Other necessary tools are, in addition to the Admission Grant at the
market and the subscription of the application form, the possession of specific skills (proper
competences in using telecommunication systems and security systems) and reputation (not
being sentenced for convictions regarding stock manipulation, information fraud and
violation of privacy).
Presentation and examinations of tenders
The meeting between producers and buyers takes place in the Electricity Market. Operators
shall take part in the market by providing the GME offers to buy or sell relating to its unit
production or consumption.
Tenders received by GME are subject to two types of tests: the first is the formal and concerns
the correctness of the offer, and the second ensures that the offers are compatible with the
technical specifications of the equipment to which they relate and with the financial capacity
of the operator.
The offers show as much the amount of energy (MWh), as the unit price of energy (€ / MWh)
and express the availability of an operator to sell (or buy) an amount not exceeding that
indicated, at the price specified in the offer.
Each offer is referred to a "point of supply" and an hour of the day (the relevant period),
which means that for every day and for every "point of supply" may be submitted up to 24
offers, each independent of the other.
3

Terna SpA is the owner of the national transportation grid.
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3.1.2 - Gas market
3.1.2.a - M-Gas
GME organises and manages the natural-gas market (MGAS) [10]. In the MGAS, parties
authorised to carry out transactions at the “Punto Virtuale di Scambio” (PSV - Virtual Trading
Point) may make forward and spot purchases and sales of volumes of natural gas.
In the MGAS, GME plays the role of central counterparty to the transactions concluded by
Market Participants. The MGAS consists of:


Day-Ahead Gas Market (MGP-GAS). The MGP-GAS takes place under the continuoustrading mechanism. In the MGP-GAS, gas demand bids and supply offers, in respect of
the calendar gas-day following the one on which the session ends, are selected.



Intra-Day Gas Market (MI-GAS). The MI-GAS takes place under the continuoustrading mechanism. In the MI-GAS, gas demand bids and supply offers, in respect of the
gas-day on which the session ends, are selected.



Forward Gas Market (MT-GAS). The MT-GAS takes place under the continuoustrading mechanism. In the MT-GAS, gas demand bids and supply offers are selected
from as many order books as the types of tradable contracts for the different delivery
periods. The types of tradable products may be: yearly/thermal year, yearly/calendar
year, half-yearly, quarterly, monthly and Balance-of- Month (BoM).

Figure 3 Organizational structure of Italian Gas Market [9]

3.1.2.b - P-Gas
The P-GAS is the natural gas trading platform where also the gas quotas of parties subject to
the obligations of article no. 11 of Legislative Decree 7/07 are bid and where investors
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participating in virtual gas storage may fulfil their obligation to bid the gas quantities made
available by the virtual storage operators associated with them. To trade on the P-GAS,
operators must be authorised to carry out transactions at the PSV.
The P-GAS consists of the Imports’ Segment, of the Royalties’ Segment and of the Segment
referred to in Legislative Decree 130/10.

3.1.2.c - PB-Gas
GME organises and manages the natural-gas balancing platform (PB-GAS), which consists of
the following Segments:


G-1 Segment, where (pursuant to AEEG’s Decisions ARG/gas 45/11, 446/2013/R/GAS
and 552/2013/R/GAS) balancing users that have acquired the status of PB-GAS
participants may enter demand bids and supply offers of flexible resources admitted to
trading on such Segment by Snam Rete Gas. On this Segment, Snam Rete Gas may - as
balance responsible entity and in compliance with AEEG’s Decision ARG/gas 45/11 procure the flexible resources needed to cover the expected system imbalance, by
submitting a single demand bid or a single supply offer in each session. For the
purposes of the operation of the G-1 Segment, Snam Rete Gas shall define one or more
zones where to place offer points corresponding to one or more types of flexible
resources and, for each zone, it may - where necessary - define the corresponding
utilisation limits;



G+1 Segment, where the authorised users referred to in article no. 1, paragraph no. 1k)
of AEEG’s Decision ARG/gas 45/11 (users of the storage service, except for
transmission companies and users of the strategic storage service only) that have
acquired the status of PB-GAS participants daily offer - for purchase and sale - the
storage resources that they hold. On the G+1 Segment, Snam Rete Gas, as balance
responsible entity, offers - for purchase and sale - a volume of gas corresponding to the
overall imbalance of the system, with a view to procuring the resources needed to keep
the gas system balanced.

3.1.2.d - Heating
In contrast to the Swedish pilot sites, heating (district heating or heating through housing
associations) does not bear much relevance to the Trentino pilot sites. This, to a large extent is
because of the much warmer climate in Italy and to some extent because of the difference in
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housing ownership structure in comparison to the Swedish pilot sites. We therefore will not
go into further detail in this document with regards to heating in Italy and the Trentino pilot
sites.

3.1.3 - Main actors
3.1.3.a - Regulatory
AEEG
In Italy, the promotion of competition and efficiency of electricity market are guaranteed by
the Electric Energy and Gas Authority (AEEG) that acts as a regulator and controller, while the
strategic and operational directions for the security and efficiency of the electricity system are
established by the ministry of productive activities. The Authority maintains bilateral
relations with all the European regulators and in particular with the regulators of those
countries sharing a border with Italy.

3.1.3.b - Companies
Due to the EU Directive 96/92/CE on corporate unbundling (which started to be implemented
through the Italian 'Bersani Decree' n° 79 March '99), the Italian value chain in the energy
sector has been primarily divided into: producers, distributors and sellers (or retailers).
The following are the main actors concerning Italy at a national, regional and local level.
ENEL GROUP
Enel [11] is one of the major operators in electricity and gas sector in Europe and South
America. It operates in 40 countries of 4 continents in the production sector with a capability
of 98 GW and distributes electricity and gas to 61 million of clients thanks to a net of 1.9
million of km.
Enel is the greatest electricity enterprise in Italy. It operates in the field of energy production
with a capability of 40 GW. Out of these, more than 3 GW are produced by renewable plants
and managed by Enel Green Power. In fact Enel follows an environmentally-friendly policy
and acts at global level with sustainable and pro-change policies. In addition, Enel manages
most of the Italian electricity distribution network and provides solutions of products and
services for electricity and gas to 31.3 million of clients.
Governance
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Enel has a corporate governance system which represents a strategic instrument in order to
ensure an efficient and effective management and a reliable control on the activities of the
group. The shareholders' meeting adopts the most important decisions of the society and
elects social bodies, approves balance sheet and the distribution of dividends. The
management of the society is in charge of the administrative committee, who acts in order to
achieve the social objective. Now it has partly distributed its competences to the managing
director. It has elected four committees with advisory functions. The board [12] of statutory
ensures the law conformity and the observance of the article of incorporation. The annual
report of Enel Group for 2012 shows earnings for 84,889 million euro. This data has increased
of 6.8% from the previous year.
EDISON S.P.A.
Edison [13] was founded in 1884 and is the oldest European society in the energy field. Today
Edison, society of the group EDF (Electricité de France), is a leading enterprise in Italy in the
fields of production and sale of electric energy, gas and crude oil. Edison operates in 10
countries in Europe, Africa, and the Middle East and employs about 3,200 people.
Concerning electric power, Edison has a capability of 7.7 GW and regarding hydrocarbons, it
owns 15.8 billion cubic meters of available natural gas supply and is able to face 21.3% of
Italy's gas demand.
Edison is historically active in the field of renewable sources, with 32 wind farms and 9 solar
plants. Edison spends a great part of its resources in researching and developing innovative
energy tools in order to face the global-change challenges, focusing on sustainable sources
(e.g. development of technologies with low environment impact and renewable sources).
ENI
Eni [14] is one of the largest integrated energy companies in the world. Eni operates in oil
and gas, electricity generation and sale, petrochemicals, oilfield services construction and
engineering industries. Eni is active in 90 countries with 78,000 employees. The Eni website
[14] promotes the company core values as: “sustainability, culture, partnership, innovation
and efficiency”. Its declared commitment to sustainable development focuses on: retaining
people, contributing to the development and wellbeing of the communities in which Eni
operates, protecting the environment, and investing in technological innovation and energy
efficiency, mitigating the risks of climate change.
In the deployment of its activities, Eni built relations with the external world in order to
maintain a “constructive confrontation aimed at the diffusion and development of best
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practices. This has enabled Eni to be seen as a reliable and competitive partner. This approach
is based on the respect of universal principles such as the protection of human rights, the
adoption of the highest standards of work, the respect of the environment and communities,
and the fight against corruption. In addition to this, Eni is oriented at seizing business
opportunities while taking account the development of the socio-economic contexts in which
it operates” [14] .
Governance
Eni's corporate governance is structured in accordance with applicable general and specific
regulations, as well as with the Company’s By-laws and Code of Ethics, and with the
recommendations set out in the Corporate Governance Code of Listed Companies which Eni
has adopted, as well as internal rules and best practices in this field. Eni is a public company
and its shares are listed on the regulated markets of Milan and New York. The Company has a
traditional administration and control system whereby corporate management is the
responsibility of the Board of Directors and control functions are allocated to the Board of
Statutory Auditors. The Company's accounts are also independently audited by an accredited
audit firm.
Dolomiti Energia Holding Group
Dolomiti Energia S.p.A. [15] is an Italian dynamic company that operates in the gas and
electricity generation and supply, water-services and waste management.
In September 2009, Dolomiti Energia purchased the majority of the stocks of Veronese
Multiutility S.p.A., a company that is active in the distribution and trading of electric power.
During 2009 Dolomiti Energia bought 100% of Avisio Energia's stocks. Co-generation heating,
hydro power and gas distribution got integrated into the newly acquired units and renamed
as Dolomiti Reti SpA. This is completely controlled by the holding company Dolomiti Energia.
The holding group works mostly in the north-eastern part of Italy. In the Trento Province
covers around 85% of the electricity and 80% of the gas distribution. The subsidiaries
companies that are part of Dolomiti Energia Holding Group are:


Trenta SpA: performs trading of energy and natural gas, and manages all the customer
relations;



Dolomiti Reti SpA: manages the complete hydric network cycle, gas and co-generation
services;



SET Distribution SpA, in 2005 step in Enel Distribution on the electricity's management
in the Trento province;
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Dolomiti Energia Rinnovabili Srl: manages the others renewable energy;



Multiutility SpA, operating in Italy on electricity commercialization;



HDE - Hydro Dolomiti Enel Srl: manages the hydroelectric production;



DEE - Dolomiti Edison Energy Srl: manages the hydroelectric production;



Trentino Trading Srl: buys, sales and imports and exports electric power and natural
gas as a wholesalers;



DTC - Depurazione Trentino Centrale: manages the purification system.

Governance
The main associate shareholders of Dolomiti Energia Spa are FinDolomiti Energia (47%), Ft
Energia (11.9%), A2A (7.9%), Fondazione Caritro (5.3%), Comune di Trento (5.8%), Comune di
Rovereto (4.3%), ISA (4.2%). Some local utilities are also shareholders: STET, AGS, AIR ACSM
Primiero and others public associates.
Annual report
The financial operative statement of 2012 produced the following data:


Number of costumers connected to the electricity grid: 300,688



Extension of the medium tension grid: 3,089 km



Extension of the low tension grid: 6,544 km



Eergy produced: 1,850 GWh



Energy allocated: 2,400 GWh



Energy sold: 3,824 GWh.

3.1.3.c - Housing associations
In contrast to Sweden, the concept of housing associations does not bear any relevance to the
Trentino pilot sites or even to the situation in Italy in general. Hence, there is no need to go
into further detail in this document with regards to housing associations in Italy and in the
Trentino pilot sites.
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3.1.3.d - Consumers
In Italy [16] , 16.9 million families are owners of the dwelling they live in (68.5%), 4.7 million
(18.9%) live in rented dwellings, while 3.1 million (12.6%) live in usufruct conditions or
gratuitous conditions. At a different level, there are 42 million individuals (70.2%) living in
dwellings they own, 11 million (18.3%) live on a status of rented dwelling and 6.9 million
individuals (11.5%) live in usufruct conditions or gratuitous conditions.
The percentage of individuals living in rented dwellings is considerably lower than the EU
average (EU27: 24.3%; EU15: 28.9%). Indeed in Italy the particular characteristics of the
house market and the high tendency to the acquisition of the dwelling as “shelter goods”
translated into a strong preference by the families towards stable living conditions.
In Italy, consumers are protected by several consumers associations acting on specific
domains and at different levels. Consumers associations gather under the umbrella National
body of the “National Council of Consumers and Users” (CNCU) established through the Law
281 of 30th July 1999 [17] .The main consumers associations monitoring and acting in regards
to the transparency of contractual and fair market conditions on behalf of consumers are:





Federconsumatori [18];
Altroconsumo [19];
Confconsumatori [20];
Codacons [21].

3.1.4 - The energy bill for consumers
The energy bill in Italy is made up of several components:


Variable costs, depending on the use of energy;



Fixed costs, for using the energy grid / infrastructure;



Taxes.

In 2013, the price of one kWh of electricity for Italian households was composed of [22] :
Energy and supply

46 %

Network costs

19 %

Taxes and levies

35 %

Total

100 %
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Of the price of one kWh of natural gas, 34,36 % is for taxes and levies [22] .

3.1.5 - Evaluation of energy exchange in the smart grid
In relation to the empowerment of prosumers and their integration into the so called smart
grids that are implied in CIVIS vision, and with particular regard to the direct exchange of
energy among prosumers, the two following market oriented regulations emerged as
particularly important for the Italian context.
Ad-hoc retrieval - ritiro dedicato
The Ritiro Dedicato [23] (Ad-hoc Retrieval) is a simplified mechanism available to electricity
producers for the sale of electricity fed into the grid, as an alternative to bilateral contracts or
for direct sale onto the stock exchange. It consists in the supply of electricity fed into the grid
by Gestore Servizi Energetici (GSE) - the Italian public energy manager, which shall reward
the producer with a price for each kWh withdrawn.
“Ritiro Dedicato” warrants fixed prices for kWh that are usually higher than free
market/Stock exchange prices.
This mechanism provides private consumers, who decide to become prosumers through their
own photovoltaic (PV) panels, to deal directly with the GSE for what concern the costs of
injection, distribution and sale of their energy, without the need to have an intermediate actor
(such as the local DSO or their retailer).
The only alternative way for prosumers to monetize their privately produced energy would be
through bilateral contract with energy retailers or multi-utility which act and price energy
based on free market conditions.
On site exchange – scambio sul posto
The On Site Exchange [24] , regulated by Resolution ARG/elt74/08, is a specific mechanism
for valuing electric energy that allows the owner of a production plant to carry out a specific
form of self-consumption in the network by entering the electricity produced, but not directly
self-consumed, and then redeem its economic counter value directly in the energy bill.
This mechanism allows prosumers to suppress the energy consumptions that they cannot
cover through the production of their PV panels by receiving a deduction in the bill that is
calculated from the energy surplus that they have generated.
The two mechanisms of On Site Exchange and Ad-hoc Retrieval are not compatible with each
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other on the same PV panel installation, and they are not available to prosumers who benefit
from the Fifth Conto Energia (feed-in tariff).
Terna SpA (owner of the national transportation grid) is responsible for the stability of the
national grid and can take necessary measures in case of over loads (i.e. when system
reliability is in jeopardy). Similarly, local grid operators are responsible for their own grids. As
such Demand Response consumption patterns exist in terms of price signals in the spot
market as a result of demand and supply and availability of renewables (mainly, wind and
hydro).

3.1.6 - Position of prosumers
PV panels feed-in tariff [25]
As in many EU countries, to promote the diffusion of renewable energy technology such as PV
panels, also Italy promoted feed-in tariffs to sustain the installation of private PV panels and
the diffusion of micro-PV plants. In Italy this feed-in tariff builds upon the EU Directive
(Directive 2001/77/CE).
“Conto Energia” (Energy Account) is the name that this feed-in tariff scheme acquired in Italy.
The feed-in scheme grants incentives for electricity generated by PV plants connected to the
grid. Since 2005 and until 2013, five different energy accounts have been activated and fully
deployed:
1. 2005 – 2007: First Conto Energia,
2. 2007 – 2010: Second Conto Energia,
3. 2010 – 2011: Third Conto Energia,
4. 2011 – 2012: Fourth Conto Energia,
5. 2012 – 2013: Fifth Conto Energia.
Individuals, organisations, public entities, non-commercial entities, owners of single or
multiple housing units are the parties that may apply for the feed-in scheme.
Through the five funding schemes the following results [26] have been achieved, in terms of
total operating plants:
 Number of plants: 526,463


Capacity installed: 17,080,255 kW



Yearly cost: 6,605,824,828 €
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Solar-thermal feed-in tariff [27]
The feed-in tariff support scheme for solar thermodynamic plants is regulated by the
Ministerial Decree of 11th April 2008, as subsequently amended by the Ministerial Decree of
6th July 2012. Under the scheme, electricity generation by solar thermal plants is supported
through feed-in tariffs over a period of 25 years. The tariffs remain constant throughout the
support period.
In the case of hybrid plants, i.e. fed by both solar and other sources, feed-in tariffs only apply
to electricity generated from the solar source.

3.2 - Sweden
3.2.1 - The organization of the energy exchange in Sweden
3.2.1.a - Nordpool
Nord Pool Spot runs the leading electric energy market in Europe and offers both day-ahead
and intra-day markets to its customers. 370 companies from 20 countries trade on the
market. In 2013 the group had a total turnover of 493 TWh, which includes the auction
volume in the UK market N2EX.
Nord Pool Spot AS is owned by the Nordic transmission system operators Statnett SF, Svenska
Kraftnat, Fingrid Oyj, Energinet.dk, and the Baltic transmission system operators Elering,
Litgrid and Augstsprieguma tikls (AST).
Nord Pool Spot AS is licensed by the Norwegian Water Resources and Energy Directorate
(NVE) to organize and operate a market place for trading power, and by the Norwegian
Ministry of Petroleum and Energy to facilitate the power market with foreign countries.
The power price is determined by the balance between supply and demand. Factors such as
the weather or power plants not producing to their full capacity can impact how much power
can be transported through the grid and will therefore influence the price of power. This is
called “transmission capacity”.
Today, there is general agreement among politicians and other stakeholders in the Nordic and
Baltic power markets that this power model serves society well. While the price of power is
determined according to supply and demand, it also becomes clear where there are issues in
the grid when the price of power goes up. This makes it easier to identify where production or
capacity is lacking, as there is too high demand compared to production supply.
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The Nordic countries deregulated their power markets in the early 1990s and brought their
individual markets together into a common Nordic market. Estonia and Lithuania deregulated
their power markets in the late 2000s.

3.2.1.b - Electricity pricing
Wholesale power market
The Swedish wholesale power market is part of an integrated Nordic power market
(Nordpool). On the Nord Pool electricity exchange, electricity is bought and sold among
generators and buyers in all Nordic countries. The physical market includes Elspot and Elbas.
Elspot is a 24 hour market for short-term trading of physical electricity contracts. Elspot sets
the system price and the spot prices 24 hours in advance for every hour of the coming 24
hours. Elbas is a physical adjustment market for continuous trading in hourly contracts in the
Nordic countries, Germany and Estonia. Trading may occur up to one hour before delivery,
during all 24 hours of the day.
Retail market
In the electricity sector unbundling was achieved in 1996 before Sweden joined the EU. The
main regulation in this regard is the Electricity Act of 1996. The Swedish retail market for
electricity has been open to competition since then. There is no price regulation. As of
December 2011, there were around 120 electricity suppliers. More than half of all electricity
suppliers are part of corporate groups generating electricity.
The total electricity cost for households can be divided up into electricity supply price,
network fee, energy tax and VAT. The electricity retail market for electricity is open to
regulation and there is no price regulation. Different types of tariffs are offered by the energy
companies. Fortum (the most dominant energy company in Stockholm) offers three types of
tariffs:
1. Fixed electricity price: Fixed electricity price contract for 6 months, 1 – 3 years.
2. Flexible price: The price is tied to the spot prices on the Nordpool market and includes
electricity certificates and regulatory power generation. The customer can choose to
follow monthly or hourly prices. There is a possibility to purchase only “green”
electricity (wind and hydro).
3. Seasonal price model: With this the customer can get fixed prices over winters and
flexible prices over summers.
According to the Swedish Energy Agency the flexible price tariff is the most common.
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3.2.1.c - Gas
The gas market in Sweden is rather small. A network of town gas is also available in the three
biggest Swedish cities. Town gas is produced by cracking light petroleum. In Stockholm, town
gas is distributed in the town gas network, but in Gothenburg and Malmö, natural gas is mixed
with air so that it is similar to the gas distributed in a town gas network.
Gas has been produced and distributed in lines around Stockholm since 1853. The most
recent major renovation was carried out at the beginning of the 1970s when coal was
replaced by light petrol (naphtha) as the raw material in the production of town gas. Oil-based
town gas was replaced at the beginning of 2011 by a more environmentally friendly mixture
of air and natural gas, which in turn will replace the locally produced, renewable biogas. Once
the decision was made to move all production of town gas to other areas, a new solution was
implemented based on facilities in three different areas with distributed monitoring in Arbro.
Two facilities were built in Högdalen – a gas facility for liquefied natural gas (LNG) and a
mixing station. A facility was built in Mårtensdal in the form of a mixing station with an
associated power supply structure. A new LNG facility was also built at the Värtegasverket
site that will be used as a backup facility until 2013. In Stockholm, gas is mainly used for
cooking, though in some suburbs there still some private homes using gas from the network
for heating. Additionally, in Hammarby Sjöstad, gas produced in the nearby water treatment
plant is also used in some of the buildings for cooking.
The network in Stockholm is operated by Stockholm Gas AB
[28] which is jointly owned by Fortum Värme AB (Fortum Heating) and Stockholm City. The
deregulation of Stockholm Gas is expected to come in force by 2015.
In addition there is a Natural gas network in Western Sweden which is connected to the
Danish gas network. Out of 290 Swedish municipalities, 30 are connected to it.

3.2.1.d - District heating
District heating (DH) is a predominant source of heating and domestic hot water in Sweden.
The district heating system with the cogeneration and large dependence on biofuels and
waste incineration have resulted in substantial reduction of emissions. The first DH system in
Sweden was in operation in 1948, but the more rapid build-up of these systems started in the
1960s. Now virtually all Swedish towns have a DH system. District heating accounted for 86%
and 69%, respectively, of the energy use for heating of multi-dwelling buildings and nonresidential premises, while the corresponding proportion was 10% in one- and two-dwelling
buildings.
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In order to strengthen the position of customers a new District Heating Law (SFS 2008:263)
was adopted and entered into force in July 2008. The law obliges transparency in the pricing
of district heat provisions and contains directions for contract conditions. The law also
introduced a district heating board as an independent body within the Swedish Energy
Agency. The purpose of the district heating law is to mediate in disputes between energy
companies and their customers, as well as between energy companies and industries that
want to supply industrial waste heat. The Energy Market Inspectorate has the role of
continuously monitoring the DH sector.
District heating pricing
Almost 90% of apartments in Stockholm are connected to District Heating. Fortum which
supplies district heating to Hammarby Sjöstad, apart from most of Stockholm, offers these
tariffs:
1. Normal price: The price is divided into a fixed part charged monthly and usage part
depending on the heating use per KWh (Prices are updated every year).
2. Fixed price: Similar to Normal price but the price per KWh is fixed for 2 or 3 years.
3. Energy price: No fixed price and the energy price is fixed for 2 or 3 years.

3.2.2 - Main actors
3.2.2.a - Regulatory
The Swedish electricity market has been deregulated since the Electricity Act of 1996.
Therefore, there is a clear separation of production and sale of electricity on one hand and the
transmission and distribution on the other. The transmission network is a regulated
monopoly. The electric grid is a part of the Nordic Electric Grid (Nord Pool) and prices are
traded on hourly bases for every 24 hours. Ambitious targets have been set for adoption of
renewable energy and energy efficiency.
The main regulatory actors in the electricity network are the Swedish Energy Agency and the
Swedish Energy Markets Inspectorate.
Swedish Energy Agency [29]
Working under the Ministry of Enterprise, Energy and Communications, is the national
authority responsible for energy policy issues. The agency apart from funding energy research
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works with various EU and national initiatives.
Swedish Energy Markets Inspectorate [30]
Ei is the regulatory body with the task of supervising markets for electricity, natural gas and
district heating. The commissioning bodies are the Government and the Parliament. They also
provide suggestions regarding how the energy markets can be developed. Ei also manages
Elpriskollen.se, which assists electricity consumers in Sweden in choosing an electricity
supplier. The Inspectorate supervises compliance with laws and regulations in the energy
markets sector. The laws that govern the operations are the Electricity Act, the Natural Gas
Act, the District Heating Act, the Act on Certain Pipelines, the Act on the Certification of
National Grid Undertakings for Electricity and the Certification of Certain Natural Gas
Undertakings. The operations are also governed by extensive EU regulation.

3.2.2.b - Companies – electric network
Svenska kraftnät
High voltage highways are operated and owned by Svenska kraftnät. Created in 1992, the
state owned Svenska kraftnät is responsible for maintaining the power balance and
operational security of the Swedish electricity network system.
Local and regional network companies
The local and regional network companies are responsible for ensuring an adequate level of
network maintenance within their own networks. As of 2011, five companies operated
regional networks and 171 companies local networks.

3.2.2.c - Companies – producers
In 2011 the five largest electricity producers in Sweden accounted for over 85% of total
generation. These are Vattenfall, E.ON, Fortum, Statkraft and Skellefteå Kraft.
VATTENFALL
Vattenfall [31] is 100 per cent owned by the Swedish state and is one of Europe's largest
generators of electricity and the largest producer of heat. Vattenfall's main products are
electricity, heat and gas. In electricity and heat, Vattenfall works in all parts of the value chain:
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generation, distribution and sales. In gas, Vattenfall is active in sales. Vattenfall also conducts
energy trading. Vattenfall produces electricity and heat from six energy sources – wind power,
nuclear power, natural gas, biomass, coal power and hydro power. In 2013, operations were
conducted in the Nordic countries, Germany, the Netherlands, France and the UK.


Electricity generation: 181.7 TWh (178.9)



Sales of electricity: 203.3 TWh (205.5)



Heat sales: 30.2 TWh (29.8)



Gas sales: 55.8 TWh (52.4)

Total number of employees, as of 31 December 2013: 31,819 (32,794)
The parent company of the Vattenfall Group, Vattenfall AB, is a Swedish public limited liability
company with registered office in Solna, Sweden.
The Swedish Companies Act thus applies for Vattenfall AB. The Board of Directors is elected
by the Annual General Meeting (AGM). The Board, in turn, appoints a President and CEO, who
is responsible for the day-to-day administration of the company in accordance with the
Board's guidelines and instructions.
E.ON
E.ON [32] is an investor-owned energy supplier. At facilities across Europe, Russia, and North
America, more than 62,000 employees generated approx. 122.5 billion Euro’s in sales in 2013.
E.On also has businesses in Brazil and Turkey that are managed jointly with partners. E.ON’s
business consists of renewables, conventional and decentralized power generation, natural
gas, energy trading, retail and distribution. E.ON has around 35 million customers and owns
about 61 GW generation capacity. Group Management is based in Düsseldorf, Germany. In
Düsseldorf, the E.ON Group is segmented into global units (by function) and regional units (by
country). Five global units manage the energy generation portfolio, renewables business,
global commodities, new-build projects and innovative technology, and exploration and
production business. Eleven regional units manage retail operations, regional energy
networks, and distributed-generation activities in Europe. E.ON is also engaged in power
generation and wholesale power marketing in Russia, as a special-focus country.
There are 12 members of the E.ON Supervisory Board. The Supervisory Board consists of six
shareholder and six employee representatives. It monitors and advises the E.ON Board of
Management.
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FORTUM
Fortum [33] is a Finnish energy company involved in the generation, distribution and sale of
electricity and heat as well as the operation and maintenance of power plants. Fortum's
operations focus on the Nordic countries, Russia and the Baltic Rim area. Fortum has almost
10,000 employees (2013) and serves a customer base of 1.2 million electricity customers and
1.6 million electricity distribution customers. Fortum’s sales were EUR million 6,056 in 2013..
Fortum is listed on NASDAQ OMX Helsinki stock exchange.
The Board of Directors' and the President and CEO's responsibility for the administration and
management of the company is regulated in the Finnish Companies Act, which is
supplemented by the Finnish Corporate Governance Code.
STATKRAFT
Statkraft [34] is a leading company in hydropower internationally and Europe’s largest
generator of renewable energy. The Statkraft Group is active all over the world through the
parent company Statkraft AS and a number of subsidiaries. Statkraft AS is formally owned by
Statkraft SF, which is a holding company directly subject to the Norwegian Ministry of Trade,
Industry and Fisheries. The Group produces hydropower, wind power, gas-fired power and
district heating and is a global player in energy market operations. Statkraft has 3600
employees in more than 20 countries and is one of the largest players on the European
wholesale electricity market – dealing in hedge products with industrial companies, power
producers and distribution companies-, and operates in the financial market. The company
does not sell electricity directly to households – but offers electricity deals through interests
in other energy companies.
Statkraft owns 391 power and district heating plants with a total installed capacity more than
17 000 MW. Its total annual power production is 56 TWh, with a renewable percentage of
97%. 80% of the installed capacity is in Norway and the Nordic region, 14% in Northwestern
Europe and 6% in Southeastern Europe and outside Europe.
SKELLEFTEÅ KRAFT
Skellefteå Kraft [35] is a municipality-owned power company in Sweden, with 637 employees
(2013). The company was established in 1908. It operates in Skellefteå, Lycksele, Storuman
and Sundsvall in Sweden, and in Jakobstad in Finland. The company owns a number of
hydroelectric power stations and also stakes in the Forsmark Nuclear Power Plant and
Alholmens Kraft Power Station. In cooperation with Fortum, the company develops the
Blaiken wind farm.
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The company also operates several regional and local power distribution networks and owns
a wood pellets production plant. Together with the technology company Outotec it has
established a bio energy power plants technology company GreenExergy AB.

3.2.2.d - Housing associations
There are two categories of apartments in Sweden, rentals and condominiums (housing
association based). When someone “buys” an apartment they become a part of the Housing
Association. This means they do not own the physical apartment but rather get the right to
use it indefinitely. This “right” can of course be sold. The association generally owns one or
more properties and is governed by a board. The board is elected during the association
meetings where each member has one vote. The association is responsible for up-keeping of
the premises and the economy. In general, that applies to everything outside the apartment,
while anything inside the apartment is the “tenants” responsibility. When it comes to energy
services, in general the association heating is a part of the associations mandate and is
included in the monthly fees. Building services electricity is also included. Hot water may or
may not be included and the same holds for household electricity which is typically the
tenants’ responsibility. The associations have mandate to negotiate tariffs for heating (with
hot water included since most of the apartments are connected to district heating) and
building services electricity. For household electricity, on occasions there is a central contract
with the energy company and each apartment is sub-metered. The decisions regarding
renovation, upgrade of energy services equipment at the building level are taken by the board.
Quite often, the various services such as maintenance and operation can be outsourced to
companies with dedicated competence.

3.2.2.e - Consumers
Around 21% of Swedish homes are part of a housing association. One family homes constitute
44% of homes, while 35% of homes are rented (of which 50% is municipal housing and 50%
owned by private companies).
The rights for energy consumers are regulated by the Swedish Consumer Agency
(Konsumentverket). It provides the following main services:


Comparison of electricity prices: Elpriskollen is an online service provided where
consumers can compare prices on the most common electricity agreements from all
electricity suppliers in Sweden.



Fairness of agreements: It is responsible for ensuring fair agreement terms and that
marketing is not misleading.
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3.2.3 - The energy bill for consumers
The energy bill in Sweden is made up of several components:


Variable costs, depending on the use of energy;



Fixed costs, for using the energy grid / infrastructure;



Taxes.

In the case of housing associations, usually the electricity is paid individually by owners.
Heating and water is paid for collectively.
In 2013, the price of one kWh of electricity for Swedish households was composed of [22] :
Energy and supply

28 %

Network costs

37 %

Taxes and levies

35 %

Total

100 %

Of the price of one kWh of natural gas, 44,69 % is for taxes and levies [22] .

3.2.4 - Evaluation of energy exchange in the smart grid
“On-site exchange” is the only way that operators and consumers can exchange electricity.
Peer-to-peer transfer, unless using a separate localized grid, is not possible.
Svenska kraftnät (owner of the grid) is responsible for the stability of the national grid and
can take necessary measures in case of over loads i.e. when system reliability is in jeopardy.
Similarly, local grid operators are responsible for their own grids. As such Demand Response
consumption patterns exist in terms of price signals in the spot market as a result of demand
and supply and availability of renewables (wind and hydro).
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3.2.5 - Position of prosumers
A green electricity certificate system was introduced in 2003 in order to promote electricity
from renewable energy sources. The green electricity certificate system is the main support
scheme for renewable electricity production in Sweden. It is a market-based support scheme
for the expansion of electricity production based on renewable energy sources and peat. In
2010, the Swedish Parliament decided on a higher target for the green electricity certificate
system and on the extension of the scheme to the year 2035. The current target will increase
the production of renewable and peat-based electricity production with 25 TWh by 2020
compared with 2002 year production. So far it has been biomass based electricity which has
got the largest share of green electricity certificates, followed by wind power and small scale
and refurbished hydro power.
There is a proposal in the Swedish Parliament which will provide tax credits to small scale
renewable energy generation, but decision is still awaited. If passed it will come in force from
1st of July 2014. There is ongoing discussion on the topic of “prosumers' bill of rights” but
formal regulations are still lacking.
There is of course the possibility to sell the electricity at the Nordic spot market price.
At the local level, Fortum has launched some programs for “leasing” the rooftops for solar PV
installations and also providing PV packages to customers.

3.3 - Remarks on the national energy contexts
There are several national incentives and feed-in tariffs for the diffusion of renewable energy
technologies. In Sweden there is ongoing discussion on the topic of the prosumers bill of
rights, but formal regulations are still lacking. Biomass based electricity has the largest share
of green electricity certificates in Sweden. There is similarity in the energy markets in both
countries: both energy markets are deregulated – not run by the state - and based on free
competition. The Nordic and Baltic States have an interconnected energy market.
A trend in the western world is that less and less services are being provided by the (welfare)
state. This in turn means that social initiatives become more important. The trend of
retreating welfare states may therefore boost the interest in local energy efficiency initiatives
and/or social goals that are connected to energy use.
Between Italy and Sweden there are differences in the role of housing ownership structures.
Especially noteworthy is the fact that in Italy housing associations are not relevant, which
means that they cannot play a role in energy efficiency initiatives whereas in Sweden housing
associations are often a driving force behind such initiatives.
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4 - Local energy contexts
In this section, we provide an overview of the local energy context in which the CIVIS pilot
sites reside, meaning the structure of stakeholders including energy producers, network
operators and the entities providing energy as a service to the pilot members. The content as
described below is the result of desk research and discussions with local stakeholders during
several site visits in Italy and Sweden by UNITN, TNO and KTH.
Again, for a full and detailed description of the Italian and Swedish pilot sites we kindly refer
to CIVIS Deliverable 7.1 “Test site report”.

4.1 - Italy: Trentino Area
4.1.1 - Network owners and energy providers for the community of Storo
Storo [36] is a municipality in the northern Italian province of Trento. The municipality of
Storo is part of the Giudicarie Community Valley local government. It includes about 1800
families for a total of 4600 inhabitants. Storo is nearly entirely served by CEdiS: the local
electrical consortium which, as a citizens based cooperative, manages the production,
distribution and the sale of energy.
CEdiS
The Consorzio Elettrico di Storo (CEdiS) is a Cooperative founded in 1904 in the lower Chiese
Valley with the aim to produce and distribute electricity in the municipalities of Storo, Ledro
and Bondone. Alongside this activity CEdiS has developed the laying of a fibre-optic network
in the same municipalities in order to provide broadband connectivity (Internet, telephone
and IPTV) and is the local TLC operator, with 1500 users connected via optical fibre: they are
also provided with VOIP services, internet and IPTV. Today the company has two main
business areas: the first focused on electricity and the second on telecommunications. CediS
produces electricity using renewable sources (hydropower plant and photovoltaic) that is
sold to the local families (Cooperative members) with a discount of roughly 20% compared to
the market price. It has a turnover of over 7 million Euro generating a net profit of around 5%.
CEdiS has over 3200 members and 25 employees. In particular in Storo there are more than
1300 members. Electric energy production and consumption is 100% from RES. CEdiS control
6 hydro plants (average yield 20 GWh/year, 6,243 kW of total power) and 330 PV
installations (average yield 6 GWh/year, 10,081 kW of total power). They need to import
approximately 6 GWh (100% RES) from the market.
It has been the first Company in Italy to connect residential users with GPON technology and
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it currently provides the fastest broadband service in the country.
Table 3 CEdiS associate members divided per municipalities served by the consortium in 2010.
Municipality
Storo
Darzo
Lodrone
Tiarno di Sopra
Tiarno di Sotto
Baitoni
Bondone
Riccomassimo
Bezzecca

N° of
associates
1.303
313
405
343
319
190
127
17
12

% associates per
municipality
43.02%
10.33%
13.37%
11.32%
10.53%
6.27%
4.19%
0.56%
0.40%

4.1.2 - Network owners and energy providers for the community of San Lorenzo in
Banale
San Lorenzo in Banale [37] is a municipality in the Giudicare valleys. It has about 1100
inhabitants.
CEIS Consortium
The CEIS (Conosorzio Elettrico Industriale di Stenico) is an electricity cooperative consortium
founded in 1905 to provide electricity services for the population of the Giudicare valleys
municipalities’. The CEIS experience comes from the beginning of Italian electrification, with a
specific action in the alpine regions. It is an institutional enterprise focused on the mutual
cooperation with a social and economic embedded relationship within local territory. It
serves the municipalities of Stenico, Dorsino, San Lorenzo in Banale, Comano Terme, Bleggio
Superiore and Fiavè. The consortium serves an area of about 250 km2 with 7500 inhabitants
of which 3300 are members of the consortium, representing the 78% of the families living in
the area. CEIS has 473 members in the municipality of San Lorenzo in Banale, more than 40%
of the population. The main activities of the consortium are: the production of electric energy
through the use of hydroelectric plant and solar implants, the distribution of the electricity,
the realization of distributed solar plants. San Lorenzo in Banale has 73 PV implants for a total
amount of 495 kW.
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CEIS produces electricity using renewable sources and ensure reduction in the cost of
electricity compared to the national rate, for the internal market, in variable amount up to 4
cents / kWh. They are tax-free from various component fees (imposed assets performance) in
the self-production and no revenue tax in the self-production.
In 2012 they reached 4,274 partners (with an electricity consumption of 19.7 GWh) and 2,123
other users (with an electricity consumption of 6.2 GWh).
The business strategies foresee support to energy efficiency and saving and additional
production from renewable sources (mini hydraulic, biogas, centralized PV, widespread PV,
biomass, geothermal).
The sources of production of the consortium and the relative power installed are stated in
Table 4.
Table 4 Energy sources for CEIS production plants with installed power4
Source
Biogas

Number
2

kW
500.00

kWh
2,705,179

%
9.2%

Solar

447

7,514.95

6,249,831

21.3%

Hydro power
Total

1
450

4.000,00
12,014.95

20,452,004
29,407,014

69.5%

Trenta SpA [38]
As mentioned above, Trenta is a multi-utility service business company that is part of the
Dolomiti Energia Holding Group. It is the main wholesaler and retailer for natural gas and
electrical energy in the region of Trentino. Trenta SpA was founded in 2003 for the trading of
natural gas, as an answer to the natural gas liberalization5. It rapidly grew to handle also
electrical energy and to include business, accounting and final retail services as well as
wholesaling ones.
For 2013, the multi-utility served 341,268 customers for the electrical energy (2,290 GWh of
energy sold) and 164,895 customers for natural gas (400,000,000 m³ of gas sold).
Trenta is the main electricity wholesaler for the energy surpluses and deficits of the two
electrical consortia (CEIS and CEdiS) and the main energy retailer for citizens who are not
4
5

http://www.autorita.energia.it/it/index.htm
This happened in Italy through the Legislative Decree n°164, 23/05/2000.
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served by the consortia.

4.2 - Sweden: Stockholm Area
4.2.1 - Network owner and energy provider for the community of Hammarby
Sjöstad (HS)
Hammarby Sjöstad is a new area in Stockholm, partly finished, partly under construction. The
city has imposed tough environmental requirements in the area, in an effort to reduce energy
use for heating as well as for transport, promote and facilitate re-use of resources, e.g. through
waste management and biogas production, and in general to decrease the environmental
impact of the area. The total size of Hammarby Sjöstad is 145 ha, and when finished there will
be 9000 new flats and 200.000 m2 new offices and services.
Fortum
The electricity market value chain structure and actors are the same as the national level. The
network is owned by Fortum. In some cases, the electricity provider can be different. The
main actor for the gas network is Stockholm Gas AB (it is not natural gas). For district heating
in Hammarby the main actor is Fortum Värme AB (Production and Distribution). There is a
Stockholm District Heating Grid with several producers but Fortum is the primary and the
relevant one in the case of Hammarby Sjöstad.

4.2.2 - Network owner and energy provider for the community of Fårdala
Fårdala is a residential area located in the Tyresö municipality, which is a part of Stockholm
County. The test site comprises of 177 town houses and semi-detached houses divided into
three areas Eken, Tallen and Valen. A housing association is responsible for provision of
heating and hot water and general up keeping of the common facilities and areas.
Vattenfall
Electric distribution grid is available and managed by Vattenfall. Vattenfall also manages
District Heating grid implementation. In the test site two levels of energy grids are
implemented, utilizing a high share of renewables:


A building level systems for thermal energy using hydronic heating, local micro-grid
for domestic hot water and heating distribution.
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A district level system that draws electric energy from electric grid and district heating
for district heating grid.

4.3 - Remarks on the local energy contexts
The two Italian test sites – Storo and San Lorenzo in Banale - are both served by local
cooperative consortia. Energy is being sold at a discount to the cooperative members. Both
consortia produce and promote the use of renewable energy sources. The focus is on a strong
relationship with the local communities on a social and economic level. The fact that the
consortia are both owner of the energy grid and distributor, allows for more flexibility, drive
and decisiveness and is unique in Italy. We recommend that regulating bodies foster and
promote such initiatives in order to maximize the benefits that can be gained from them on a
socio-economic level. It is however important that another energy retailer is active in the
consortium area, to serve those who do not want to join the consortium, and for the sake of
competition.
Such local cooperative consortia do not exist in the Swedish test site Hammarby Sjöstad (HS),
where Most buildings are owned by local tenant-owner associations, connected to an
umbrella organization called Sjöstadsföreningen. This organization and its chapter HS2020, is
highly engaged in developing the area further, not the least with the aim of increasing the
energy performance, which has proven to be not as good as expected in the initial plans. A
specific goal is to make the area a demo-site for Smart Grids. A second specific goal is to make
it a demo-site for the next generation Information and Communication Technology.
However, it is doubtful if more energy efficiency initiatives would emerge if cooperative
consortia did exist. Although some housing associations have been quite ambitious when it
comes to energy efficiency, it is mainly the high income economic situation of people living in
HS that does not incentivize energy efficiency efforts.
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5 - Analysis of the stakeholders
Stakeholder analysis is a term that refers to the action of analysing the attitudes of
stakeholders towards something. This most frequently refers to a project, but in the scope of
the CIVIS project the subject matter is a social initiative in connection to energy. As an
analysis, it is used mostly during the preparation phase of a project to assess the attitudes of
the stakeholders regarding the potential changes. Though of course, it is equally valid to do
such an analysis during a project in order to cater for changed circumstances.

5.1 - Objective of the stakeholder analysis
In this chapter, the different stakeholders are plotted for their influence on and attitude
towards supporting social initiatives that use the opportunities presented by sustainable
energy developments, for socially oriented purposes.
The effects of these social initiatives include, but are not limited to:
1. Use of sustainable energy developments to improve energy efficiency (CO2
emissions reduction, etc.),
2. Socially oriented purposes achieved through/by sustainable energy developments.
This is in fact a two-step approach, since the second purpose cannot be achieved without the
first. As stated in the introduction, the working assumption is that sustainable energy
developments are defined as tangible, technological developments in the realm of Energy
Efficiency and Renewable Energy that can be put to use by the social initiatives that are
addressed in the CIVIS project.

5.2 - Method
5.2.1 - Categorized stakeholder list
The first step in building any stakeholder map is to develop a categorised list of the members
of the stakeholder community. To be complete, a stakeholder is defined as any person or
organization, which can be positively or negatively impacted by, or cause an impact on the
actions of a company, government, or organization. As a logical continuation of the
information gathering as described in the previous chapters, the categorization EU-NationalLocal remains.
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Stakeholders at the European level are:


The European Union,



Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER),



The Council of European Energy Regulators (CEER).

Stakeholders at the national level are:


National regulators (Italy: AEEG; Sweden: EI, Swedish Energy Agency);



Ministry (Sweden: Ministry of Enterprise, Energy and Communications);



Electricity stock markets (Italy: MPG/MA/MSD; Sweden: Nord Pool);



Wholesale energy manufacturers (Italy: Enel, Edison, Eni; Sweden: Fortum, Vattenfall,
E.ON, Statkraft and Skellefteå Kraft);



Grid owners (Italy: Terna (and Enel); Sweden: Svenska kraftnӓt)



Energy sellers (Italy: Edison, Eni; Sweden: Fortum, etc.)



Energy buyers / consumers.

Stakeholders at the local level (i.e. test sites) are:


Citizens initiatives (Sweden: Hammarby Sjöstad);



Housing associations;



Home owners;



Local Grid operators (Storo: CEdiS; San Lorenzo in Banale: CEIS; Stockholm:Vattenfall,
Fortum);



Energy producers (Storo: CEdiS; San Lorenzo in Banale: CEIS; Sweden: Fortum, etc.);



Energy sellers (Storo: CEdiS; San Lorenzo in Banale: CEIS; Stockholm: Fortum is the
largest when it comes to heating.



Energy buyers / consumers;



Prosumers.
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5.2.2 - Influence – interest grid
The Influence-interest grid, developed by Imperial College London [39] , enables not only to
plot stakeholders based on influence and interest (see Figure 4), but also to represents them
in four quadrants, advising certain behaviour towards stakeholders in each of the quadrants.

Figure 4 Influence-Interest Grid

5.2.3 - Plotting the stakeholders
Categorizing the stakeholders helps to indicate their realm of responsibility/influence and
also how these stakeholders can be approached. It does not however, present an overview of
the role these organizations or individuals can play in achieving our objective towards
supporting social initiatives. In order to achieve a clearer picture, an exercise was executed,
using the information gathered on the stakeholders to score each relevant party based on
perceived/expressed influence and or interest.
The influence axis was interpreted as the extent to which a stakeholder is able to exert power
that will for all intends an purposes actually result in change (positive or negative). For
instance, the European Commission has real power to change or even overrule national
legislation, whereas an individual consumer by itself has relatively low power to bring about
change (incidentally, the reason why the CIVIS project is focusing on social initiatives in the
first place).
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The interests axis was interpreted not only as ‘being interested in achieving a certain
objective’, but also as ‘having a vested interest in the subject matter itself’. For example, a
home owner can not only be interested in sustainable energy, but may also have invested in
PV panels thereby establishing interest and a vested interest. Whereby a grid operator has a
vested interest in the energy grid (that they implemented and maintain) but might have an
ambivalent view towards decentralized energy generation as such (because of the perceived
impact).
Using this method and described interpretation we have plotted the stakeholders in Figure 5
below:

Figure 5 Stakeholders plotted in Influence-Interest grid

5.3 - Remarks on the stakeholder analysis
The result of the stakeholder analysis is a starting point that enables new questions on the
role that particular organizations play in the context that is relevant to our objective. While
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the influence-interest grid proposes certain actions towards individual stakeholders in each of
the quadrants, it is important to realize that this is based on the notion that the stakeholders
co-exist in a ‘status quo’.
In principle, this situation is not seen as realistic and/or beneficial when it comes to achieving
our stated objective. Stakeholders’ role, interest and influence are evolving more than ever –
how can they not if new business models are being developed!
A worthwhile addition to the influence-interest grid plot is to draw vectors from individual
(or groups of) stakeholder(s) towards a position that is more beneficial to sustain social
initiatives and achieving sustainable energy goals.
At first glance one can notice on the plot that a strong portion of the stakeholders are either in
the Latents or even Apathetics quadrant – in other words they express a low initial interest.
Using the influence-interest grid plot, two examples are presented of how the proposed
efforts (i.e. keep informed and manage closely) can be used to influence the behaviour of
stakeholders to move towards a new ideal position in the grid (Figure 6 & Figure 7).


To increase the interest of network stakeholders, in order to achieve a more positive
stance on sustainable energy generation, a strategy could be to start an information
campaign aimed at governing bodies like ACER and CEER, thereby influencing and/or
informing (managing) the national regulators in such a way that the network
stakeholders are enticed to fulfil a more interested position and use their influence to
enhance the uptake of sustainable energy developments.



On a similar note, an effort can be made to enhance the influence (and a positive
influence) of consumers for instance by communicating the existence of new energy
business models that would make a changed position worthwhile. A similar (but)
smaller step is envisioned for housing associations as putting in practice the perceived
(social) cost savings of sustainable energy developments should entice them to change
from Latent to Promotor.
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Figure 6: Increase interest of network stakeholders
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Figure 7: Increase awareness and influence
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6 - Emerging trends as a potential basis for new
business models
6.1 - Local innovative initiatives and their business models
During the first year of the CIVIS project, within the scope of Work Package 6, and with the
purposes to get in contact with innovative citizen based initiatives that portray innovative,
collaborative and socially oriented models of energy management, several involvement
activities were conducted in order to extract their business models - the underlying structures
of how these local initiatives create, deliver and capture value. Namely, an Italy-based
involvement work which had a major concluding point in the Workshop “Renewable Energies:
innovating the energy value chain in a sustainable and socially responsible way” (Trento, 26th
March 2014). The workshop involved 6 innovative local based initiatives. Furthermore, a
more direct and personal involvement work, based in Stockholm that related to the HS2020
initiative was conducted and showed promising affinity with CIVIS interests.

6.1.1 - Workshop – Renewable Energy
Here, the main characteristics of the initiatives (mainly Type “A” social cooperatives) found
and involved within the workshop are described.

6.1.1.a - La Rete
La Rete Cooperative [40] is a type “A” social cooperative6 established in 1988 and based in the
Municipality of Trento that has the mission to provide several services supporting people
affected by disabilities and their families and to raise awareness in and involvement of the
community to improve the well-being and quality of life of people with disabilities and their
family units.
In accordance with the Cooperative's mission and in order to be able to do ‘social planning’
and improving their services, La Rete designed, implemented and promoted the tariff
“Bolletta del cuore” (Bill of the Heart) [41] for certified green energy, in cooperation with
6

In the Italian system, "type A" cooperatives bring together providers and beneficiaries of a social service as
members. On the contrary "type B" cooperatives brings together permanent workers and previously unemployed
people who wish to integrate into the labour market.
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Trenta SpA.
La Rete pledged an agreement with Trenta SpA to provide certified green energy to the tariff
subscribers. Based on the agreement of this tariff, Trenta offers a discount7 ranging from 9%
to 12% (if billing is done via Internet). A major part of this discount is reserved to the endusers (6% or 9% if billing is done via Internet), and a smaller part (3%) is allocated to La Rete
Cooperative, on a dedicated fund, to support relevant social initiatives.
The incomes generated by the donations that the subscribers trigger through their
consumptions associated with the Bill of the Heart greatly help La Rete in planning their
yearly activities.

6.1.1.b - So.L.E. Cooperative
So.L.E. Cooperative [42] is a type “A” social cooperative established in 2007 and based in the
Municipality of Molina di Ledro (Province of Trento) that has the mission to promote
investments from citizens through energy saving plans and clean energy production in order
to increase environmental responsibility. It also fosters social responsibility and
entrepreneurship in the youth, and provides consultancy services in the energy field.
The main area of activity of So.L.E. are solar collective PV [43] projects (Progetti di Solare
Collettivo”). These projects allow people who do not have space to install PV panels on their
rooftops or cannot do it mainly for economic reasons to become part of collectively owned PV
fields.
The cooperative installed two main photovoltaic fields (with installed capacity of 40 kWh and
58 kW). Citizens who become members of the cooperative acquire the right to a specific
quantity of the energy produced by the system. The membership is limited to individuals or
amateur football clubs and is subject to a membership fee of €250 for each share8 (fixed
quota). At the end of the year, members who have consumed less energy than their share has
produced have the option to either fund humanitarian projects promoted by the cooperative,
or obtain an indirect economic benefit (e.g. grocery coupons) from the profits made by selling
the surplus.

6.1.1.c - CO-Energia
CO-Energia – Collective Projects of Fair Trade Economy [44] is a cultural association with no
7

8

The discount is on the energy price component (PE), which is defined with reference to the Prezzo di Maggior
Tutela (“Protected Market Categories”).
Each member cannot subscribe for a number of quota that corresponds to more than 3 kW.
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lucrative goals established in 2010 in Villasanta, in the Municipality of Monza. CO-Energia’s
mission is the realization of collective projects for a fair trade economy by building on the
pillar initiative “CO-Energia: consuming and producing energy together through renewable
sources”. The association has a local, regional, national and international focus that tries to
enhance participation, sharing and active solidarity among heterogeneous actors (producers,
distributors, consumers).
The pillar initiative is divided into two phases. One phase is based on the promotion of a green
energy tariff activated in collaboration with Trenta: Agreement Contract/Tariff with Trenta:
“Family Contract” (or “Business contract” for businesses). The main characteristics of this
tariff are:


Supply of electricity through 100% renewable sources;



Allowance into a “Solidarity and Future” fund (2+2%);



A discount (9-12%) on the energy price component (as defined quarterly by the
Authority, AEEG);



The choice between: time-of-day tariff or traditional, between paper based and e-mail
billing;



Statistical analysis related to the electricity consumption for the activated contracts
and the evaluation of incentive forms for promoting energy savings.

The second phase is centred on the creation of a 'responsible energy' democracy on the local
territories of the associate members. This phase concerns:


Development of fair trade collective buyer groups for de-centralized renewable energy
plants designed on collective management and short distribution chain.



Promotion of de-centralized energy plants based on shareholderhood to allow
everyone to participate beyond the hurdles (economic, social, technological) of each
individual.



Contemporary technology (smart-grid) could allow the development of local lowcarbon energy communities which are responsible, supportive (towards other actors
in needs) and self sustainable (small districts/villages) In Germany this is already
happening: affinity communities (not co-located, but aggregated by specific interests).



The “Solidarity and Future” fund is a collective fund whose associate members can
participate to the definition of its usage.
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6.1.1.d - EnergyLand
Energyland [45] is an Energy production cooperative (under Italian Law 13/99) established
in 2011 and headquartered in Verona. Energyland’s mission is to create an energy chain of
renewable energy oriented to reduce energy costs for enterprises and citizens, with
sustainability and respect for the environment.
The main activity of EnergyLand is based on a Solar Collective PV project. To become member
of the association, people can buy a share of the cooperative; each share costs €36009 and
entitles 1MWh/year of energy to the member. Nowadays, the cooperative has about 90
members. Furthermore, the cooperative promotes energy saving behaviour through the
Energyland Card: for each kWh saved compared to the purchased shares the member will
receive each year a compensation decided by the board related to the average tariffs of the
market.
Each member has a contract with a wholesaler, which is choose yearly by the cooperative
comparing the best offer on the market, the members (by statute) will have to adapt in case
the cooperative decides to change the supplier. The supplier is decided on the basis of the best
economic (purchase of produced energy by the plant, supply of energy to the members) and
technical conditions (assistance to the cooperative for the managing of production and
consumption data).
The cost of the energy consumed by the members will be paid by the cooperative, which will
ask for a balance if the consumed energy will be more than the equivalent energy associate to
the shares owned by the member. All the produced energy is sold to the wholesaler, which
becomes the energy supplier for the members of the cooperative.

6.1.1.e - RetEnergia
RetEnergia [46] is a cooperative society established in 2009 in Racconigi, in the Province of
Cuneo. RetEnergia also acquired the status of ESCo in 2013. The cooperative mission is the
production of energy from renewable sources with environmental low-impact plants through
self-financing, energy services to the cooperative members and ESCo activities.
The Cooperative offers its associate members the implementation of energy plants that rely
on renewable sources and the supply of consultancy services in the domain of renewable
energies. It also supports “collective buyers groups” (not only related to energy). RetEnergia
comprises 700 associate members and it is owner of 7 PV plants (total of 450 kWp) which are
9

1000€ for base capital + 2600€ as social lending that will be returned 1/20 each year with a rate decided yearly by
the board on the basis of the production of the plant. The number of shares affordable by the member is limited to
the number of kilowatt of the meter and they cannot be more than 12.
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installed on rented roofs.
The associate members can participate through social capital that will be then reassessed on a
term of 10 years according to the performances of the Cooperative. As an alternative way they
can bestow loans through 'social loans' with a 1 or 2 years commitment and where the
monetary reward (interests) are agreed upon in advance (e.g. in 2013 it was 3%). In order to
sell own energy to the associate members the Cooperative relies on Trenta as retailer. Here,
the Cooperative obtained an agreement that involves the allowance of a small amount for a
'solidarity fund'. The use of this fund will be decided by the Cooperative board (CdA).

6.1.1.f - We for Green
WeforGreen – Green Energy Cooperative [47] is a type “A” cooperative established in 2011 in
Verona. It focuses on energy and pursues the goal of providing energy to its associate
members by relying on renewable sources. It is an aggregation of citizens which allow
everyone to become self-producers of electric energy by relying on renewable energy sources,
to reduce bills and to support the environment.
The project was launched based on the experience and know-how matured within
EnergyLand and therefore is developed on a similar organizational model. Associate members
can buy as many quota as the maximum kW of their own meter, with a maximum of 12 quotas.
Each quota costs 2000€. The whole sum will be given back to associate upon the
Cooperative's disbandment.
The Cooperative bought an existing PV plant so that it could benefit from the incentives of the
Third Energy Account (Terzo Conto Energia). The plant can easily cover the yearly energy
needs of about 150 families.

6.1.2 - HS2020 - Citizen based initiative
HS2020 [48] is a citizens based initiative from people living in Hammarby Sjöstad created in
2011. The main objective of the initiative is to improve the living experience in the area.
The initiative comprises of a majority of the Housing Associations, Rental companies, KTH and
several consultant companies. In addition, the initiative is in close contact with the City of
Stockholm and several other external partners. At present HS2020 has following ongoing
projects:
1. ELBIL2020: Elbil2020 takes a comprehensive approach to the transition to electric
vehicles. The project includes cars, buses, trucks, ferries and bicycles. It is a large-scale
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demo project but also a research project to make Stockholm a leading city in the
transition to electric vehicles.
2. HS2020ENERGI: HS2020Energi contains a competence and innovation centre for
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy. A new concept, "targeted energy
management", is being implemented with a view to reduce energy consumption to less
than 100 kWh per square meter per year and improve the indoor climate in tenant
buildings.
3. Water Project: HS2020 involved as user organization in the IVL (Swedish
Environmental Research Institute) projects on the future of local water treatment
technology, conducted at Sjöstadsverket. It aims to develop the next generation of
treatment plants and to double the Swedish water technology exports.
4. Sjöstad i mobilen: Together with one of the leading media companies develop
HS2020 future local and mobile news and communications systems. All information,
news, community information and commercial information in Hammarby Sjöstad
should be comprehensive and easily accessible.
5. Recycling Project: Recycling principles with an advanced pneumatic waste-handling
system is the basis for Hammarby Sjöstads international environmental profile.
HS2020 is collaborating with the Traffic Office, Envac and SP to raise the demand for
sustainability and upgrade the system.
6. ELECTRICITY: Electricity is a citizen-driven innovation platform "to renew a new city."
It is based on the concept of "Open Innovation", including in particular electromobility, energy efficiency, smart and renewable energy, recycling, water and IT /
communications. The operations of the Electricity are operated under a cooperative.
Volvo AB, Envac AB, SP, IVL and ElBil2020 are the founders of the Electricity. KTH,
Stockholm Business Region, Stockholm and Stockholm Cleantech Innovators Circuit,
STIK, are partners.
7. Culture: Through a unique collaboration between Sjöstaden folketshusförening (local
cultural organization) and Delight Studios and a new cultural venue has been
established for live broadcasts of operas from the Metropolitan Opera and Stockholm
Opera.
8. Sports: HS2020 want to test innovative solutions in the field of sports and health.
During summer a Sjöstaden Sports Camp will be started for children. New
Hammarbybacken (existing ski slope in the area which is being improved) is a concept
designed to make Hammarbybacken to a year-round facility for cross country and
downhill skiing. There are also plans to improve swimming facilities.
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Both projects HS2020Energi and Electricity have several overlaps with CIVIS’s objectives.

6.2 - Existing examples of societal collaborations in other domains
Time-based currency banks [49]
Time-based currency banks are a not so new phenomenon which received a recent renovation
and diffusion. Time banks are an example of a complementary monetary system that is based
on community practices. It is a pattern of reciprocal service exchange that uses units of time
as currency. The “Trentino network of time-based currency banks” is an informal group of 12
associations and 4 local groups time banks that covers the region of Trentino10 in the attempt
to establish an ‘alternative and informal economy’ on the local territory.
Car pooling
Within the principles of sustainable and environmental friendly mobility, a phenomenon
which recently gained a boost is the one of carpooling: the sharing of journeys among two or
more persons. By having more people using one vehicle, carpooling reduces each person's
travel costs, but it is also seen as a more environmentally friendly and sustainable way to
travel as sharing journeys reduces carbon emissions and traffic congestion. Thanks to recent
ICT developments, carpooling became more common and accessible. Indeed collaborative or
social networking platforms easily allow that match making among travellers. In Italy a
concrete example is the recent diffusion of BlaBla Car [50] which, as a service, was greatly
inspired by the more long standing Mitfahrzentrale [51] .
GAS - Ethical purchasing groups
These are collective buyers group based on principles of ethical purchasing (“Gruppi
d’acquisto Solidale”). Mainly, but not exclusively they trade foodstuffs. In Italy the
phenomenon is quite diffused. The region of Trentino Alto-Adige, for instance has two
extensive networks of GASses. The one in Trentino includes 33 purchasing groups. The one in
Alto-Adige [52] (South-Tyrol) includes 22 purchasing groups. These purchasing groups are
10

Time banks of the network covers the following municipalities: Trento; Basso Sarca; Rovereto; Mori; Sopramonte,
Cadine, Baselga B.; Pergine Valsugana; Valle di Mocheni; Caldonazzo, Tenna, Calceranica; Levico Terme; Borgo
Valsugana; Centa, Vattaro, Vigolo Vattaro, Bosentino; Valle Cembra; Valle di Fassa; Valle di Fiemme; Valle del
Chiese; Primiero
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usually relatively small and gather people with a very close geographical proximity. Each
member of the group usually take some responsibility in pursuing one or more task that
associated with the acquisition of new goods (e.g. contacting the seller, placing the orders,
withdraw the good) which will be shared among the buyers. The ethical principles motivating
these groups bring them to favour local and small producers who respect the environment
and provide fair care for the treatment of animals, or avoid chemicals for the processing of
raw materials.

6.3 - Life cycle and segmentation of social initiatives/movements
6.3.1 - Life cycles of community-based projects/initiatives
It can be helpful to look at the developments of community-based projects/initiatives through
a life cycle approach. The one proposed here [53] allows to highlight different developmental
stages in accordance to the organizational needs that are to be satisfied in order to sustain the
functioning of such initiatives.
Usually, four main phases are considered for the community-based projects' life cycles. Of
course, depending on the granularity of the analysis and the level of detail with which we
want to look at the phenomenon, more fine grained stages may be devised.


Introduction: An initial group of people start gathering around a loosely defined idea,
objective, or activity, which they came to realize as having an interest for them. In this
stage, the core group consists of just a few members. The organizational structure of
the community is quite informal and dominated by one-on-one communication and
trust. There is no need for an active management of resources. During this phase the
main occupation of the people is centred around the discussion, identification and
definition of the core idea at the basis of the initiative/project. The core foundations for
the development of a shared identity start being laid out here.



Growth: The initial shared domain starts attracting more and more people who engage
with the few community practices. As the active population increases, also the
practices - both the existing and the emerging ones - of the community change. Usually,
this stage is characterized by a higher degree of activities specialization and is
dependent on more coordination. The need for adequate governance instruments and
communication tools become more evident at this stage and need to be addressed in
order to give stability to the community of practice. Also some technology „technology“ in the broad sense of „devices that help people“ - starts being introduced
to sustain the fulfilment of the emerging practices.
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Maturity: The number of members is stabilized and also the whole organizational
structure of the community is relatively more stable. The main activities are clearly
defined, and the communication procedures and means are well assimilated by the
members. Formalization of key process, roles and regulations are usually achieved
during this stage or have already been achieved in the previous one, while here they
get fine-tuned and better consolidated.



Decline or Revival: Over time people who leave the community are replaced less and
less frequently. A problem of sustainability may arise if the project/initiative does not
adopt adequate countermeasures: the complexity and level of activities reached during
the growth and maturity stage may become too cumbersome for the remaining
members of the project/initiative. In case the key problems are tackled and some reorganization achieved, the project/initiative could enter into a revival stage that is able
to attract and engage new members into the community practices. Otherwise the
community can reach a dormant stage or be completely faded out.

Figure 8 shows the activity level of community-based projects over time. The activity level
reaches its maximum during the maturity phase and then declines unless a revival stage is
entered that is able to engage new community members.
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Figure 8 A simplified model of community lifecycle [54]
Table 5 gives an overview of the main characteristics of the different stages in the community
life cycle. The table also shows where in the community life cycle the various communities
that are described in Chapter 4 can be positioned.
Table 5 Characteristics of stages in the community life cycle (adapted from [54] )
Introduction
Idea generation

Growth
Expansion

Structure

Completely
informal

More formal;
centralized

Division of
Labour

Generalists

Some specification

Coordination

Informal; Oneon-one

Technology
introduction

Focus
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Maturity
Stability
Somewhat
formal;
Decentralized
Highly
specialized
Formal;
Technology
intensive

Decline / Revival
Adaptation
Slightly formal,
but less adherence
Less specialized
Formal, but less
adherence
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6.3.2 - Segmentation of local energy Cooperations
The Dutch Association of DSO’s (Netbeheer Nederland) published a research paper [55] on
decentralized energy markets in 2013, proposing the following segmentation and description
below. This segmentation nicely complements the community life by Latteman and Stiglitz,
extending the phases with more energy specified characterizations and a description of the
specific needs and wants of an organization in a particular phase.
1. Category 1: starters or ‘scouts’: Loosely structured, ad-hoc organisation or temporary
cooperation, does not know a formal organization form (e.g. legal entity). These kinds of
initiatives are based on the work of volunteers using a network of friends and family. Shows a
wide (and often not very concrete) range of sustainability ambitions (e.g. an energy neutral
city, autarkic, combined with urban agriculture, healthcare and mobility). Their primary
activity is to collectively buy PV panels or other energy saving equipment. In some cases there
exists a latent ambition to become an ‘energy provider’ (without in-depth research).
Relatively few larger projects, with no or very small means of financing. Knowledge of the
energy sector is quite low. Phase: uninformed positivism.
2. Category 2: young energy cooperations (starting phase) (a project): A collective
consisting of a formal organisation structure and a legal entity, like a cooperation or
foundation, that exists for a number of years. Driven by a core group of involved professionals
- some of which have expertise in the energy sector -, an active pool of volunteers and a stable
group of members. Has a clear focus on local energy production and saving methods. Operates
in close cooperation with commercial partners, city councils, building cooperations and the
like. Has experience doing cooperative buying and energy saving projects, now turning to
larger endeavours (e.g. wind or solar farms) and has the financial means to do so. One or two
projects have already been realized. Improved knowledge level. Phase: informed pessimism.
3. Category 3: Experienced Energy Cooperations – companies: More professionally
organized entities, using project management towards continuity and in-house energy
production. Organisation with one or two paid employees, often professionals with a working
background in the energy sector. Has several projects in development, some have already
been realized. Partners are commercial entities (developers, building companies, technical
integrators). The organisation has become a valued partner itself when it comes to local
energy generation. Some of these organizations have obtained the license to become an
energy supplier or has a strong partnership with an energy supplier. Knowledge level is high.
Phase: collective realism.
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6.3.2.a - Product market combinations
Combining consumer- and market needs with the segmentation of local energy cooperations
as described above, Netbeheer Nederland derived an overview of products and services they
feel fit for a specific segment. These product- market combinations (PMC) are shown below.
Table 6: Product- Market Combinations (PMC) for DSO's
Segment
Starters or
‘scouts’ (loose
activities)

Need
Information and
pointers

Product Category
Information providing
service.
Single customer point
of contact.

Services
Webportal.
Manned informationand service point for
collective initiatives.
Pointers towards
relevant departments
within DSO’s

Products
Installing PV or Wind
devices.
Installing connection and
metering fit for
decentralized generation.

Young energy
cooperations
(projects)

Support and
Information

Interface towards
production and usage
data.
Data services regarding
energy chain.

Integrating decentralized
generation installations.
Flexible transport,
demand side pricing.

Experienced
eEnergy
cooperations
(companies)

Working together
in projects,
expertise about
the energy grid

Information providing
service.
Insight in usage an
production of energy.
Support for
connecting to the grid.
Project management
for implementing
sustainable energy
projects.

Project realisation.
Pre-financing of grid
connections, in order to
increase project
throughput.

Intelligent networks.
Flexible transport,
demand side pricing.
Storage.

6.4 - Progressing the maturity of initiative’s business models
Concluding this chapter is an exercise to combine what was learned of the way in which the
local initiatives create, deliver and capture value, with the insights learned from the way in
which organizations can be categorized based on their maturity or life cycle phase.
In Table 7 this overview is concluded with the perceived service needs that reflect in our view
the state in which the respective local initiatives reside at this moment. A starting point for
the necessary services that will be developed in the next phase of the CIVIS project.
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Table 7: Overview of business model, their maturity and service need
Initiative

Aim

By

How

Lifecycle &
Maturity

Service Need

La Rete

support people with
disabilities

using existing
energy bill.

donations
triggered by
energy
consumption

27 Years – Mature:
established
organization

Finance

So.L.E.

increase
environmental
responsibility(younge
r people)

Collective PV
project

use energy
surplus for
social goal

8 years –Mature:
established
organization

Organization
structure,
financing

Co-Energia

realize Fair trade
economy

renewable
energy
generation

tariff
structure for
members

5 years – Growth:
focus on promoting

EnergyLand

reduce energy cost for
citizens and (SM)E’s

Collective PV
project

system of
shares

4 years – start:
progressing beyond
‘idea’

RetEnergia

produce sustainable
energy for members

PV project on
rented roofs

collective
buyers group

5 Years – mature:
established (has
ESCo status)

We for
Green

self-produce energy
by members

PV plant

quota’s
(shares)

4 years – start:
progressing beyond
‘idea’

HS 2020

improve living
experience in area

broad range of
sustainable and
social goals

project
results

Growth/Maturity –
yes organization, no
still a lot of different
projects.
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integration and
sharing.
Informing
members,
cooperating with
network
operators
Project
management,
finance
Informing
members,
cooperating with
network
operators
Project
management,
finance
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7 - Analysis of preconditions and constraints
7.1 - Preconditions and constraints
Certain preconditions and constraints are encountered and have to be dealt with in order to
develop new business models. These preconditions and constraints can be subdivided into
categories. For this study we have used the factors that are commonly used in PESTELIanalysis11. This form of analysis can be undertaken by reviewing the - originally
organizational - external environment. PESTELI-analysis is a useful tool for understanding the
big picture of the environment in which is operated and the opportunities and threats that lie
within it. PESTELI is known as a trends analysis. The external environment of an organisation,
partnership, community etc. can be assessed by breaking it down into what is happening at
Political, Economic, Social, Technological, Environmental, Legal and Industry levels.
Using the stakeholder analysis made, it is possible to do an exercise in which individual
stakeholders are evaluated using the PESTELLI method, the result of which can be seen in
Table 8. For the next deliverable, a validation of this table will be conducted in order to fine
tune these initial findings.
Table 8: Overview of external factors surrounding social energy initiatives
Factors
Political
Liberalization of energy
market is stimulated by
EU
National incentives for
renewable energy
technologies
EU ambitions to reduce
CO2 emissions
National/local

11

Potential impact
(high/medium/low)

Implication
(positive/negative/
unknown)

Explanation

high

positive

Room for more players and for local
cooperatives to emerge

high

positive

Can help grow prosumers’ community
initiatives faster

medium

positive

high

unknown

Lay the foundations for raising a trend
(and motivating it)
Can provide the space for citizens led

The term PEST has been used regularly in the last 10 years and its true history is difficult to establish. The earliest
known reference to tools and techniques for scanning the business environment is by Francis J. Aguilar who
discusses ETPS - a mnemonic for the four sectors of his taxonomy of the environment: Economic, Technical,
Political, and Social. Over the years this has become known as PEST with the additional letters are: Ecological
factors, Legislative requirements, and Industry analysis.
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Factors

Potential impact
(high/medium/low)

Implication
(positive/negative/
unknown)

governments reducing
welfare conditions
Economical
Unbundling of energy
sector

Explanation
initiatives to emerge and take care of
the missing ‘services’
Can potentially clear the way for new
initiatives to emerge and pursue
directions that are not profitable for
large companies/corporation

high

unknown

medium

negative

medium

positive

high

negative

low

negative

high

positive

Scarcity/expensiveness of
fossil fuel

low

positive

Aim for the reduction of
particulate matter

low

positive

high

negative

Current energy laws are lagging
behind socio-technical developments
in distributed and renewable energy

high

positive

Large/traditional energy companies
will not actively prevent social
initiatives to emerge

Social
Prosumers are not united
Citizens led initiatives (e.g.
HS2020)
Societal differences
(economic, cultural)
among population groups
Technological
Lack of cost-efficient
storage technologies
Online ICT devices for
energy management and
monitoring

No critical mass to negotiate or to
trigger the process
Strengthen sense of cohesion among
individual consumers or prosumers
Can constitute a barrier to
participation and involvement to
specific social initiatives
Impact the flexibility to optimally
capitalize the generated energy
Enable easier participation into social
initiatives with energy related
ambitions and facilitate fulfilment of
objectives.

Environmental

Legislative
Not taking into account
developments in
renewable energy
Industry
Core values of many
energy companies
(sustainability, wellbeing
of the environment and
the community)
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Strengthen the values of people and
motivate them to change their
behaviours and look for alternatives
Strengthen the values of people to
change their behaviours and look for
alternatives
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7.2 - Remarks regarding preconditions and constraints
There are several factors that have to be considered when it comes to development of social
initiatives that use the opportunities presented by sustainable energy developments for
socially oriented purposes. Some of these factors have a high impact, others have a marginal
impact. The most important factors are those that have a high impact with positive
implications. These are the impacts that work in favour of the goal that is pursued. There are
several political factors that have a high positive impact on the development of social energy
initiatives. The fact that the EU is stimulating liberalization of the energy market means that
there is room for more players and therefore local cooperatives to emerge. National
incentives for renewable energy technologies can help stimulate prosumers’ community
initiatives. The fact that technology supports this through existing online ICT devices for
energy management and monitoring means that it is easier to participate into social initiatives
with energy related ambitions. These factors, combined with the trend that more and more
energy companies are embracing core values like sustainability and wellbeing of environment
and people, makes a strong case for growing social energy initiatives.
However, there are also factors that have an important negative impact. Firstly, societal
differences (economic, cultural) among population groups can constitute a barrier to
participation and involvement to specific social initiatives. Secondly, current energy laws are
lagging behind socio-technical developments in distributed and renewable energy, which may
hamper new initiatives in the field.
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8 - Conclusions
In general, all of the innovative local initiatives (including the test sites) that were researched
in the past year can be categorized as a growing or maturing organization. There is a certain
threshold (for instance number of participants or number of active years) that makes these
initiatives start to get sustainable by themselves and begin to impact the context they operate
within and also start to touch the stakeholders that make up the energy value chain (including
the related regulators and governing bodies).
At this stage there is no apparent need for guidance with regards to achieving their respective
aims. Local initiatives have a great feel for what is needed locally. And because they get it
right, they start to grow.
An aspect of maturization are the interpersonal dynamics within any initiative or
organization, which in itself beyond the scope of Workpackage 6 can still benefit from
relevant IT support. However, the main perceived issues related to the long term
sustainability are the constraints and boundaries as described in Chapter 7. To know in which
lifecycle phase each organization currently resides and which specific boundaries and
constraints are hampering progress or can be expected in the near future, is an important
insight.
By having this overview established, the CIVIS project can now more confidently design and
develop the tools that we set in the scope of Workpackage 3 regarding community modelling
and in Workpackage 5 where we try to enhance the end-user participation. Finally, we can
focus on augmenting the existing business models as part of Workpackage 6 in such a fashion
that the social initiatives progress successfully in the coming years.
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